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MATERIALS 



 VIRGINIA CODE COMMISSION DRAFT 

  July 15, 2013 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 - 10 a.m.  

General Assembly Building, 6th Floor 

Speaker's Conference Room  

Richmond, Virginia 23219 

MEMBERS PRESENT: John S. Edwards; Gregory D. Habeeb; James M. LeMunyon; Ryan T. 1 

McDougle; Charles S. Sharp; E.M. Miller, Jr.; Jeffrey S. Palmore; Robert L. Tavenner; 2 

Christopher R. Nolen; Wesley G. Russell, Jr. 3 

MEMBERS ABSENT: Thomas M. Moncure, Jr.; Robert L. Calhoun 4 

STAFF PRESENT: Jane Chaffin, Karen Perrine, Lilli Hausenfluck, Viqi Wagner, Andrew 5 

Kubincanek, Nicole Brenner, Alan Wambold 6 

Call to order: Senator Edwards called the meeting to order at 10:05 a.m.  7 

Approval of minutes: Mr. Russell made a motion, seconded by Mr. Palmore, to approve the 8 

minutes of the May 20, 2013, meeting of the Virginia Code Commission. The motion carried and 9 

the minutes were approved as printed and distributed to the members of the Code Commission.   10 

2013-2014 proposed work plan: The members reviewed the proposed work plan as presented 11 

by Ms. Chaffin. The Code Commission first considered which Code of Virginia title to undertake 12 

for recodification next year. Titles 23 (Educational Institutions), 36 (Housing), 8.01 (Civil 13 

Remedies & Procedures), 22.1 (Education), 40.1 (Labor & Employment), 45.1 (Mines & 14 

Mining), and 55 (Property & Conveyances) were presented as candidates at the May meeting. 15 

Ms. Chaffin advised that public comment was solicited through June 18 on the titles being 16 

considered by publishing notices on the Virginia Lawyers Weekly blog, on the Code 17 

Commission's website, and in the Virginia Register. Although no public comment was received, 18 

Kirsten Nelson, Director of Communications and Government Relations with the State Council 19 

of Higher Education for Virginia (SCHEV), telephoned for more information on the 20 

recodification process, and Delegate Habeeb sent an email in support of selecting Title 8.01. It 21 

was noted that Ms. Nelson was in the audience and Senator Edwards asked for her input. Ms. 22 

Nelson stated that SCHEV is currently looking at statutory provisions as they relate to SCHEV 23 

in response to Executive Directive No. 6. SCHEV plans to recommend an omnibus bill for the 24 

2014 General Assembly session to remove duplicative and obsolete provisions that are 25 

identified. In response to an inquiry as to other reasons Title 23 should be recodified, Tom 26 

Stevens, DLS attorney, stated that Title 23 is lacking a definitions section, the existing 27 

numbering is cumbersome and unwieldy, the school charter provisions need better organization, 28 

and it would be helpful to add some general language that applies to all universities in one place.  29 

After discussing the issue at length, Mr. Miller moved that the Code Commission begin working 30 

on the recodification of Title 23 next year and to tentatively put Title 8.01 on the work plan for 31 

2015. Delegate Habeeb seconded the motion and the motion carried. 32 

The Code Commission moved on to the next item on the work plan, Code of Virginia Volume 33 

Update Project. Mrs. Hausenfluck, Chief Editor for DLS, explained that this project is intended 34 

to make housekeeping changes to the Code on a volume by volume basis, instead of making 35 

these types of changes in proposed legislation. Legislators sometimes find such housekeeping 36 

changes to be a distraction from a bill's main focus. Titles will be selected based on volumes that 37 

are expected to be replaced in the following year. Since it is expected that Volume 6 containing 38 

Title 33.1 will be replaced next year in anticipation of the completion of the Title 33.1 39 

recodification, the Editing Office currently is reading Titles 34 through 37.2, the other titles in 40 
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Volume 6. Only nonsubstantive changes consistent with the Code Commission's authority in 41 

§ 30-149 of the Code of Virginia will be considered, including style, format, cross references, 42 

agency names, and punctuation. Mrs. Hausenfluck described the process as follows: (i) Bill 43 

Crammé, Deputy Executive Director of DLS, will approve a list of types of changes appropriate 44 

for the project, (ii) the DLS Editing Office will review a title and suggest appropriate changes 45 

within the scope of the project, (iii) DLS drafters familiar with the title content will review the 46 

changes to ensure none are of a substantive nature or beyond the scope of the project, and (iv) 47 

Mr. Crammé will conduct a final review and approve or disapprove each change. Mr. Palmore 48 

requested that a copy of the list of all types of changes to be made be sent to the Code 49 

Commission members for review before starting the process.  50 

Jane Chaffin explained the next item on the work plan. The Code Commission is mandated by 51 

§ 30-151 of the Code of Virginia to identify obsolete provisions in the acts of assembly and Code 52 

of Virginia and to make recommendations, as appropriate, to the General Assembly. Although 53 

the statute requires this process to be conducted no less than every four years, the Code 54 

Commission generally conducts the study every two years and proposes legislation in even-55 

numbered years. 56 

Hearing no objections, Senator Edwards declared that the volume update project and the obsolete 57 

provisions project were approved for the work plan. 58 

The Code Commission agreed to Mr. Miller's suggestion to add to the work plan a review of 59 

policy decisions made by the Code Commission over the years related to title recodifications. 60 

Ms. Chaffin has compiled a list of these policies and will provide it to members for review and 61 

discussion at a future meeting. 62 

Ms. Chaffin advised that work plan items continued from last year are the recodification of Title 63 

33.1, comparison of the Model State Administrative Procedures Act with Virginia's 64 

Administrative Process Act, and update of the Virginia Code Commission Regulations 65 

Implementing the Virginia Register Act. Also, Boyd-Graves Conference and the Supreme Court 66 

have agreed to the Code Commission's request for assistance in reviewing various code 67 

provisions concerning whether to add commercial delivery service as an option in certain code 68 

provisions requiring delivery of notices by U.S. postal service, therefore, this work will be 69 

monitored. 70 

Policy on codification of compacts. Ms. Chaffin referred the members to the policy on 71 

codifying compacts in their notebooks that was discussed at the May meeting. After discussion, 72 

the Code Commission approved the following policy: "Each compact will be assigned a code 73 

section number, depending on its proper title location. If a compact is general and permanent in 74 

nature, the compact will be set out in full in both the Code and in the Compacts volume. 75 

Otherwise, the compact will be set out in full only in the Compacts volume, and the section 76 

number in the Code of Virginia will contain only a reference directing the reader to the 77 

Compacts volume. The Code Commission expresses its desire to place the full text of all 78 

compacts online for free public access."  79 

Administrative Law Advisory Committee (ALAC). Chris Nolen, ALAC chair, presented the 80 

ALAC 2013 work plan for approval. Continuing studies include the review of what constitutes 81 

the adoption of a regulation for the purposes of appealing the regulation, hearing officer 82 

deskbook updates, and Model State Administrative Procedure Act recommendations. A new 83 
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study being considered is guidance document availability and dissemination from the public's 84 

standpoint. Mr. Nolen moved approval of the work plan. Judge Sharp seconded the motion and 85 

the motion carried. 86 

Mr. Nolen presented ALAC's proposed 2013-2014 budget for approval. The total amount 87 

requested is $20,000 for meetings and related expenses, consultant and intern expenses, 88 

conferences and training, and publications and supplies. Mr. Nolen moved to approve the budget 89 

with the caveat that any expenditure related to consultants/interns would be made in consultation 90 

with the Director of Legislative Services.  The motion was properly seconded and approved. 91 

Recodification of Title 33.1: Highways, Bridges and Ferries. Nicole Brenner requested 92 

approval of the new organization plan, noting that the Chesapeake Bay Bridge and Tunnel 93 

District and Commission and the Northern Virginia Transportation Authority are not included on 94 

today's agenda. Upon motion of Mr. Russell, seconded by Judge Sharp, the amended 95 

organization plan was approved unanimously. Ms. Brenner and Mr. Wambold presented the 96 

following chapters: 97 

 Eminent Domain 98 

 Highway Construction Contracts 99 

 Transportation Development & Revenue Bond Act 100 

 Local Transportation Districts 101 

 Transportation Districts within Certain Counties 102 

 U.S. Route 58 Corridor Develop. Fund 103 

 NoVA Transportation District Fund 104 

 Transportation District within the City of Charlottesville and County of Albemarle 105 

 Charlottesville-Albemarle Regional Transit Authority 106 

 Richmond Metropolitan Authority 107 

 Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Regulation Compact 108 

 Washington Metro. Area Transit Auth. Compact 109 

 Metropolitan Planning Organizations 110 

 Virginia Coalfield Coalition Authority (Repeal) 111 

The Code Commission discussed or took action on the following: 112 

Eminent Domain 113 

 § 33.1-128 B - Delete clause (i), which reads "any (i) interest that accrued before July 1, 114 

1970, shall be paid at the rate of five percent" and make related necessary technical changes. 115 

This provision is no longer necessary because the Department of Transportation has no 116 

outstanding certificates in this category.  117 

Transportation Development & Revenue Bond Act 118 

 § 33.1-268 (lines 79-93) - Mr. Russell inquired if the updates should include the 119 

Monitor/Merrimac Bridge. Representatives of VDOT will check on this and report back. 120 

 § 33.1-269 (new subdivision 13) - The term "railways" was added in one place based on 121 

Chapter 639 (Senator Petersen's bill) of the 2013 Acts of Assembly, but the word appears to 122 

have been inadvertently omitted later in the subdivision. The Code Commission directed staff 123 

to add "railways" where omitted and to notify Senator Petersen and the Department of Rail 124 

and Public Transportation of the change. Also, staff will update the drafting note accordingly. 125 
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 § 33.1-293 - The Code Commission discussed removing language that authorizes the board 126 

to spend money for something that does not exist. Staff will work with VDOT on the 127 

language and bring a recommendation back at a future meeting. 128 

Transportation Districts within Certain Counties 129 

 § 33.1-430 - The Code Commission discussed whether to identify "Fairfax" in the definition 130 

of "county" by name instead of by population bracket. The Code Commission decided to 131 

leave as a population bracket description. 132 

Virginia Coalfield Coalition Authority - The Code Commission voted to repeal this authority at 133 

the May meeting. 134 

Administrative Code. Karen Perrine, Assistant Registrar, presented a mock-up proposed by 135 

West for the new administrative code covers. The main volumes will be a dark blue with gray 136 

print and the cumulative supplement volumes will be gray with blue print.  137 

Also, pursuant to the Virginia Administrative Code Contract, Mrs. Perrine advised the Code 138 

Commission that approval is needed when West replaces more than four volumes of the 139 

administrative code in any given year. West is recommending issuing five volumes this year as 140 

follows: 141 

 Volume 1: Title 1 to 2VAC5-480 (approximately 796 text pages) 142 

 Volume 2: 2VAC5-490 to end of Title 3 (approximately 744 text pages) 143 

 Volume 3: 4VAC3-10 to 4VAC20-670 (approximately 802 text pages) 144 

 Volume 4: 4VAC20-680 to 4VAC25-130 (approximately 958 text pages) 145 

 Volume 5: 4VAC25-140 to end of Title 4 (approximately 679 text pages) 146 

Mr. Miller made a motion, which was properly seconded, to replace the five volumes as 147 

proposed. The motion was approved. 148 

Public comment; adjournment: The Chair opened the floor for public comment. As there was 149 

no public comment and no further business to discuss, the meeting adjourned at 12:20 p.m. 150 



 

 

TAB 2 - ADMINISTRATIVE LAW ADVISORY 

COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS 

 













 

 

TAB 3 - LEXIS 2014 CODE PRICING & REPLACEMENT 

VOLUME PROPOSAL 

 



Vol Title Subject Edition BV pp* 13 CS  % Lexis*

Replacement 

Candidates

1 1-2.2 Gen. Prov., Adm. of Govt. 2011 1071 384 35.9% 1124 Stand alone

1A 3.2 Agriculture 2008 432 127 29.4% 541

1B 4.1-7.1 Alcoholic Bev. --  Boundaries 2010 685 132 19.3% 705

2 8.01 Civil Remedies & Procedure 2007 1109 308 27.8% 1360

2A 8.1-8.11 UCC 2001 894 275 30.8% 1037

2B 9-10.1 Commissions -- Conservation 2012 680 58 8.5% 698

3 11-14.1 Contracts to Corporations 2011 544 100 18.4% 661

3A 15.2 Counties, Cities, and Towns 2012 1346 99 7.4% 1355

3B 16.1-17.1 Courts 2010 624 198 31.7% 685

4 18.2 Crimes 2009 948 321 33.9% 1189 Stand alone

4A 19.2 Criminal Procedure 2008 646 244 37.8% 785

4B 20, 21 Domestic Relations, Drainage 2008 548 139 25.4% 673

5 22.1, 23 Education -- Eminent Domain 2011 785 198 25.2% 811

5A 24.2-28.2 Fiduciaries -- Health 2011 808 173 21.4% 739

5B 29.1-32.1 2011 834 211 25.3% 848

6 33.1-37.2 Highways -- Institutions for the Mentally Ill 2011 838 221 26.4% 821 33.1 recod 2013

6A 38.2 Insurance 2007 913 394 43.2% 1188 Stand alone

6B 40.1-45.1 Labor & Employment -- Mines & Mining 2013 675

7 46.2  Motor Vehicles 2010 1094 404 36.9% 1196 Stand alone

7A 47.1 - 53.1 Notaries to Prisons 2013 771

7B 54.1 Professions 2013 717

8 55-57 Property -- Religious & Charitable Matters 2012 1203 120 10.0% 1227

8A 58.1 Taxation 2013 1205

9 59.1-62.1 Trade -- Waters 2006 884 403 45.6% 1168 Stand alone

9A 63.2-67 Welfare -- Youth & Family Services 2012 1552 98 6.3% 1569

10 Tables 2004 702 219 31.2%

11 Rules 2011 n/a n/a n/a

12 Index 2011 n/a n/a n/a

13 Index 2011 n/a n/a n/a

Compacts Compacts 2010 514 57 11.1% 335

Const. Consts. 2008 296 61 20.6% 338

LEO1 LEO/UPL 2002 631 56 8.9%

LEO2 LEO/UPL 2013 945

* BV and Lexis page counts do not include prelims.



VIRGINIA CODE ANNOTATED 
 

 
        2014 PRICES      2013 PRICES  

         

 

 STATE PRIVATE  STATE PRIVATE  STATE PRIVATE    STATE PRIVATE 

 (6 Replacement Volumes) (5 Replacement Volumes) (4 Replacement Volumes)  (5 Replacement Volumes) 

 

SUPPLEMENT   $159.25 $206.00  $174.25 $225.75  $190.75 $253.75   $167.50 $217.00 

   

INDEX   $80.75 $85.25  $ 80.75  $ 85.25  $80.75 $85.25   $  77.50 $  82.00 

 

VOLUMES (EACH)    $43.25 $54.00  $ 43.25  $ 54.00  $43.25 $54.00   $  41.50 $  52.00 

 

VOLUME 11   $32.75 $43.25  $ 32.75  $ 43.25  $32.75 $43.25   $  31.50 $  41.50 

 

VOLUME 11 SUPP  $11.00 $11.00  $11.00  $ 11.00  $11.00 $11.00   $  10.50 $  10.50 

 

ADVANCE CODE   $62.50    $ 62.50   $62.50    $  60.00 

 SERVICE 

 

TOTAL   $543.25 $732.00  $515.00 $697.75  $488.25 $671.75   $494.50 $671.00  

 

 (STATE GOVERNMENT PRICING FOR PURCHASES OUTSIDE OF THE CODE COMMISSION PURCHASE) 

 

PPI increase is 4% 



 

 

TAB 4 - CODE OF VIRGINIA VOLUME UPDATE 

PROJECT 

 



 

Reasons for making proposed style and text updates title by title rather than in sections 

being amended in bills: 

The presentation of the proposed style and text updates in individual bills is often distracting to 

General Assembly members and the public when they are considering substantive changes in the 

bills. 

The updates get made only to the sections being amended that subsequently become law but do 

not get made to other sections in a title that are not amended, therefore inconsistency within titles 

has gotten worse over time. 

Some sections are proposed to be amended year after year but the amendments do not pass; 

therefore, the same text and style updates are made by editors and drafters year after year and 

appear as distractions to bill readers year after year. 

Since these updates are being made to all bills, including those that do not pass and get 

incorporated into the Code of Virginia, the current process is not an efficient use of drafter and 

editor time. 

The proposed style and text updates are being made in titles as they are recodified, but some 

titles are not likely to be recodified, such as Title 18.2, Crimes and Offenses Generally, and Title 

20, Domestic Relations.  

 

Example of project timeline (based on editing and drafting staff availability in June 

through September) 

In summer 2013, DLS editing staff will prepare drafts of titles in Volume 6, which contains the 

recodification of Title 33.1 and Titles 34 through 37.2, with changes from the Code 

Commission's approved list in those volumes for review by subject-matter drafters and by Bill 

Cramme. (In future years, DLS staff will work with Michie staff in June and July to determine 

volumes that Michie will likely recommend be reprinted the following year.) 

Final versions of prepared titles will be submitted to Michie staff in early fall 2013 for use in 

updating text for 2014 reprinted volumes with 2014 Session changes incorporated by Michie 

staff. 

Changes or corrections identified in this process that Bill Cramme determines need General 

Assembly approval will be presented to the Code Commission in fall 2013 to consider whether 

they want to propose legislation in the 2014 Session. 



*Make only nonsubstantive changes and be particularly careful with items marked; when in 

doubt, don't make the change 

Code of Virginia Style and Text Update Project by Volume* 

1. Update numbers style: 

 change eleven through ninety-nine from words to Arabic numerals 

 update dollars and cents to current Code style 

 change percentages to current Code style using "percent" rather than "%" 

2. Update paragraph designations to current Code style (i.e., A, B, etc.; 1, 2, etc.)  

3. Conform cross-reference terminology to Code style by removing "of this title," "of this 

chapter," etc. 

4. Correct terminology of cross-references to subsections and subdivisions (e.g., subdivision 

A 4, rather than subdivision 4 of subsection A) 

5. Correct internal paragraph clause numbering and cross-references to clauses 

6. Conform references to Acts of Assembly chapters to current Code style (e.g., "Chapter 123 

of the Acts of Assembly of 2013) 

7. Change "this Commonwealth" to "the Commonwealth"  

8. Correct punctuation as needed, including use of serial commas and punctuation of "provided 

that" 

9. *Correct use of "which" and "that" 

10. Make spelling, capitalization, and hyphenation of terms consistent with the Code style list, 

for example: 

 attorney fees 

 recordkeeping 

 firefighting, firefighters 

 Internet, website, email 

 attorney for the Commonwealth 

11. Conform hyphenation to current Code style, including removing hyphenation in words with 

prefixes such as non and multi and repairing hyphenation use when terms modify nouns 

12. Correct use of section marks (§) in lists using "and" and "or" 

13. Correct names and style of state and federal agencies based on authority in § 30-149; use 

U.S. to indicate federal agency or officer and generally do not include Virginia before state 

agency names unless needed to differentiate between state and federal entities 

14. Close spaces as appropriate in citations to the U.S. Code and the Code of Federal Regulations 

15. Close spaces in VAC cross-references to conform to Register of Regulations and VAC usage 

16. Remove "or she" and "or her" as appropriate in "he or she" and "him or her" based on Code-

wide treatment of gender in § 1-216, "A word used in the masculine includes the feminine 

and neuter." 



*Make only nonsubstantive changes and be particularly careful with items marked; when in 

doubt, don't make the change 

17. Change "must" to "shall" in limited circumstances as appropriate 

18. *Conform usage to Code style by changing "shall be guilty of" to "is guilty of" and "shall be 

punishable as" to "is punishable as" 

19. Conform definitions to current rules: 

 Alphabetize defined terms and do not number 

 Change "shall mean" to "means"; "shall include" to "includes"; and "shall not include" to 

"does not include" 

 Remove use of "the term" before defined words and phrases as appropriate to conform to 

current Code style 

20. Change abbreviated references to commissions, funds, etc., from, for example, ("Fund") to 

(Fund); both quotation marks and parentheses are not needed 

21. *Correct catchlines to reflect amendments made and to remove outdated use of "same" that 

referred to the catchline of the previous section  

22. *Change "herein," "above," and similar terms to more precise terms, such as "in this section"  

23. *Clean up uses of words such as hereof, hereinafter, and thereinafter as archaic and imprecise  

 



 

 

TAB 5 - TITLE 33.2 ORGANIZATION & CHAPTERS 

 



Revised 6/10/13 

TITLE 33.2 ORGANIZATION OUTLINE 

 

Proposed Title 33.2. Highways and Other Surface Transportation Systems. 
 

 

SUBTITLE I. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS; TRANSPORTATION ENTITIES. 

 

Chapter 1  Definitions; General Provisions 

Chapter 2  Transportation Entities 

 Article 1 Commonwealth Transportation Board; Membership and Organization 

 Article 2 Commonwealth Transportation Board; Powers and Duties 

 Article 3 Commissioner of Highways 

 Article 4 Department of Transportation 

 Article 5 Department of Rail and Public Transportation 

 

SUBTITLE II. 

MODES OF TRANSPORTATION: HIGHWAYS, BRIDGES, 

FERRIES, RAIL, AND PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION. 

 

Chapter  Highway Systems 

 Article 1 The Interstate System 

 Article 2 The Primary State Highway System 

 Article 3 The Secondary State Highway System 

 Article 4 Allocation of Highway Funds 

Chapter  Limited Access Highways, Scenic Highways and Virginia Byways, 

and Highways over Dams 

Chapter  HOV Lanes and HOT Lanes 

Chapter  Toll Facilities and Ferries 

Chapter  Local Authority over Highways 

 Article  

 Article  

 Article  

Chapter  Offenses Concerning Highways 

Chapter  Woodrow Wilson Bridge and Tunnel Compact 

Chapter  Abandonment and Discontinuance of Highways and Roads 

 Article 1 Abandonment and Discontinuance of Highways in Primary State 

Highway System 

 Article 2 Abandonment and Discontinuance of Highways in Secondary State 

Highway System 

 Article 3 Abandonment of Roads Not in Primary or Secondary State Highway 

System 

 Article 4 Abandonment of Highways for Flooding Secondary System 

Highways in Connection with Municipal Water Supply Projects 



Revised 6/10/13 

Chapter   Eminent Domain 

 Article 1 Eminent Domain and Damages 

 Article 2 Acquisition of Land Used as Cemeteries 

Chapter  Highway Construction Contracts; Highway Contractors' 

Association 

 Article 1 Highway Construction Contracts, Limitations on Suits, and 

Adjustment of Claims 

 Article 2 Highway Contractors' Association 

Chapter   Outdoor Advertising in Sight of Public Highways 

 Article 1 General Regulations 

 Article 2 False and Misleading Signs 

Chapter   Rail and Public Transportation 

 Article 1 Rail Funds 

 Article 2 Virginia-North Carolina Interstate High-Speed Rail Compact 

 

SUBTITLE III. 

TRANSPORTATION FUNDING. 

 

Chapter  Transportation Funding 

 Article 1 Virginia Transportation Infrastructure Bank 

 Article 2 Highway Right-of-Way Fund 

 Article 3 Transportation Partnership Opportunity Fund 

 Article 4 Virginia Alternative Fuels Revolving Fund 

 Article 5 Funds for Access Roads 

 Article 6 Commonwealth of Virginia Federal Transportation Grant 

Anticipation Revenue Notes 

Chapter   Transportation Development and Revenue Bond Act 

Chapter   Public-Private Transportation Act of 1995 (§ 56-556 et seq.) 

 

SUBTITLE IV. 

LOCAL AND REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION. 

 

Chapter   Transportation District Act of 1964 

 Article 1 General Provisions 

 Article 2 Creation of Districts 

 Article 3 Incorporation of District; Creation, Organization, etc., of Commission 

 Article 4 Powers and Functions of Commission 

 Article 5 Financing 

 Article 6 Powers and Duties of Localities; Liability of Commonwealth and 

Localities 

 Article 7 Planning Process and Procedures 

 Article 8 Enlargement of Transportation Districts 

 Article 9 Withdrawal from Transportation Districts 

 Article 10 Exemption from Taxation; Tort Liability 

 Article 11 Construction of Chapter 



Revised 6/10/13 

Chapter  Local Transportation Districts 

Chapter  Transportation Districts within Certain Counties 

Chapter  Chesapeake Bay Bridge and Tunnel District and Commission  

Chapter  U.S. Route 58 Corridor Development Program 

Chapter  Northern Virginia Transportation District Program 

Chapter  Northern Virginia Transportation Authority (§ 15.2-4829 et seq.) 

Chapter  Transportation District within the City of Charlottesville and the 

County of Albemarle 

Chapter  Charlottesville-Albemarle Regional Transit Authority (§ 15.2-

7022 et seq.) 

Chapter  Richmond Metropolitan Authority (§ 15.2-7000 et seq.) 

Chapter  Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Regulation Compact (§ 

56-529 et seq.) 

Chapter  Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (Title 56) 

Chapter  Metropolitan Planning Organizations 

Chapter  Virginia Coalfield Coalition Authority 
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CHAPTER 7 XX. 1 

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING IN SIGHT OF PUBLIC HIGHWAYS. 2 

Drafting note: Existing Chapter 7 of Title 33.1 is retained and relocated as a 3 

chapter in Subtitle II of proposed Title 33.2. 4 

Article 1. 5 

General Policies and Regulations. 6 

Drafting note: An existing article on General Regulations is retained and renamed 7 

General Policies and Regulations. 8 

§ 33.1-351 33.2-XXX. Policy; definitions.  9 

A. In order to promote the safety, convenience, and enjoyment of travel on and 10 

protection of the public investment in highways within this the Commonwealth, to attract 11 

tourists and promote the prosperity, economic well-being, and general welfare of the 12 

Commonwealth, and to preserve and enhance the natural scenic beauty or aesthetic features of 13 

the highways and adjacent areas, the General Assembly declares it to be the policy of the 14 

Commonwealth that the erection and maintenance of outdoor advertising in areas adjacent to the 15 

rights-of-way of the highways within the Commonwealth shall be regulated in accordance with 16 

the terms of this article and regulations promulgated by the Commonwealth Transportation 17 

Board pursuant thereto.  18 

The following terms, wherever used or referred to in this article, shall have the following 19 

meanings unless a different meaning clearly appears from the context B. As used in this article, 20 

unless the context requires a different meaning:  21 

"Advertisement" means any writing, printing, picture, painting, display, emblem, 22 

drawing, sign, or similar device which that is posted or displayed outdoors on real property and 23 

is intended to invite or to draw the attention or to solicit the patronage or support of the public to 24 

any goods, merchandise, real or personal property, business, services, entertainment, or 25 

amusement manufactured, produced, bought, sold, conducted, furnished, or dealt in by any 26 
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person; the term shall also include. "Advertisement" includes any part of an advertisement 27 

recognizable as such.  28 

"Advertising structure" means any rigid or semirigid material, with or without any 29 

advertisement displayed thereon, situated upon or attached to real property outdoors, primarily 30 

or principally for the purpose of furnishing a background or base or support upon which an 31 

advertisement may be posted or displayed.  32 

"Area of an advertising structure" means the area determined from its outside 33 

measurements, excluding as a part thereof the height and overall width of supports and 34 

supporting structure and any other portion or portions thereof beneath the normal area upon 35 

which an advertisement is posted or intended to be posted.  36 

"Billboard sign" means any sign, advertisement, or advertising structure as defined in 37 

this section owned by a person, firm, or corporation in the business of outdoor advertising.  38 

"Business of outdoor advertising" means the erection, use, or maintenance of advertising 39 

structures or the posting or display of outdoor advertisements by any person who receives profit 40 

gained from rentals or any other compensation from any other person for the use or maintenance 41 

of such advertising structures or the posting or display of such advertisements, except 42 

reasonable compensation for materials and labor used or furnished in the actual erection of 43 

advertising structures or the actual posting of advertisements. The "business of outdoor 44 

advertising" shall does not include the leasing or rental of advertising structures or 45 

advertisements used to advertise products, services, or entertainment sold or provided on the 46 

premises where the advertising structures or advertisement is located.  47 

"Centerline of the highway" means a line equidistant from the edges of the median 48 

separating the main traveled ways of a divided highway, or the centerline of the main traveled 49 

way of a nondivided highway.  50 

"Distance from edge of a right-of-way" shall be means the horizontal distance measured 51 

along a line normal or perpendicular to the centerline of the highway.  52 
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"Federal-aid primary highway" means any highway within that portion of the State 53 

Highway System primary state highway system as established and maintained under Article 2 (§ 54 

33.1-25 et seq.) of Chapter 1 of Title 33.1 XXX, including extensions of such system within 55 

municipalities, which that has been approved by the Secretary of Transportation pursuant to § 56 

103 of Title 23, United States Code 23 U.S.C. § 103(b), as that system existed on June 1, 1991.  57 

"Highway" means every way or place of whatever nature open to the use of the public 58 

for purposes of vehicular travel in this the Commonwealth.  59 

"Historic place, museum, or shrine" includes only places that are maintained wholly at 60 

public expense or by a nonprofit organization.  61 

"Information center" means an area or site established and maintained at rest areas for 62 

the purpose of informing the public of places of interest within the Commonwealth and 63 

providing such other information as the Commonwealth may consider desirable.  64 

"Interchange" means a grade separated intersection with one or more turning roadways 65 

for travel between intersection legs, or an intersection at grade, where two or more highways 66 

join or cross.  67 

"Lawfully erected" means any sign that was erected pursuant to the issuance of a permit 68 

from the Commissioner of Highways under § 33.1-360 33.2-XXX unless the local governing 69 

body has evidence of noncompliance with ordinances in effect at the time the sign was erected.  70 

"Legible" means capable of being read without visual aid by a person of normal visual 71 

acuity.  72 

"Main traveled way" means the traveled way of a highway on which through traffic is 73 

carried. In the case of a divided highway, the traveled way of each of the separated roadways for 74 

traffic in opposite directions is a main traveled way. It "Main traveled way" does not include 75 

such facilities as frontage roads, turning roadways, or parking areas.  76 

"Maintain" means to allow to exist.  77 

"Municipalities" means cities and incorporated towns.  78 
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"National Highway System" means the federal-aid highway system referenced in § 103 79 

of Title 23, United States Code 23 U.S.C. § 103(b), and regulations adopted pursuant thereto. 80 

For the purpose of this article, outdoor advertising controls on the National Highway System 81 

shall be implemented as those highways are designated and approved by congressional action or 82 

designation by the U.S. Secretary of Transportation and such designation and approval shall be 83 

kept on file in the central office of the Department of Transportation and placed in the minutes 84 

of the Commonwealth Transportation Board by the Commissioner of Highways. Prior to 85 

congressional approval or designation by the U.S. Secretary of Transportation, highways 86 

classified as National System of Interstate and Defense Highways, Dwight D. Eisenhower 87 

National System of Interstate and Defense Highways, Interstate System, or federal-aid primary 88 

as defined herein in this section shall be considered as the National Highway System.  89 

"National System of Interstate and Defense Highways," "Dwight D. Eisenhower 90 

National System of Interstate and Defense Highways," and "Interstate System" means the 91 

system presently defined in § 103 of Title 23, United States Code 23 U.S.C. § 103(c).  92 

A "nonconforming "Nonconforming sign," "nonconforming advertisement," or 93 

"nonconforming advertising structure" is means one which that was lawfully erected adjacent to 94 

any highway in the Commonwealth, but which that does not comply with the provisions of state 95 

law, state regulations, or ordinances adopted by local governing bodies passed at a later date or 96 

which that later fails to comply with state law, state regulations, or ordinances adopted by local 97 

governing bodies due to changed conditions.  98 

"Person" includes an individual, partnership, association, or corporation.  99 

"Post" means post, display, print, paint, burn, nail, paste, or otherwise attach.  100 

"Real property" includes any property physically attached or annexed to real property in 101 

any manner whatsoever.  102 

"Rest area" means an area or site established and maintained within or adjacent to the 103 

right-of-way or under public supervision or control, for the convenience of the traveling public.  104 
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"Scenic area" means any public park, or area of particular scenic beauty or historical 105 

significance designated as a scenic area by the Commonwealth Transportation Board.  106 

"Sign" means any outdoor sign, display, device, figure, painting, drawing, message, 107 

placard, poster, billboard, or other thing which that is designed, intended, or used to advertise or 108 

inform, any part of the advertising or informative contents of which is visible from any 109 

highway.  110 

"Town" means an incorporated town.  111 

"Trade name" shall include includes a brand name, trademark, distinctive symbol, or 112 

other similar device or thing used to identify particular products or services.  113 

"Traveled way" means the portion of a roadway for the movement of vehicles, exclusive 114 

of shoulders.  115 

"Turning roadway" means a connecting roadway for traffic turning between two 116 

intersection legs of an interchange.  117 

"Urban area" means an urbanized area or, in the case of an urbanized area encompassing 118 

more than one state, that part of the "urbanized area" within the Commonwealth, or an urban 119 

place.  120 

"Urban place" means an area so designated by the United States U.S. Census Bureau of 121 

the Census having a population of 5,000 or more and not within any urbanized area, within 122 

boundaries fixed by the Commissioner of Highways, in his discretion, in cooperation with the 123 

governing bodies of the several counties, towns or cities localities affected and the appropriate 124 

federal authority. Such boundaries shall, as at a minimum, encompass the entire urban place 125 

designated by the United States U.S. Census Bureau of the Census.  126 

"Urbanized area" means an area so designated by the United States U.S. Census Bureau 127 

of the Census, within boundaries fixed by the Commissioner of Highways, in his discretion, in 128 

cooperation with the governing bodies of the several counties, towns or cities localities affected 129 

and the appropriate federal authority. Such boundaries shall, as at a minimum, encompass the 130 
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entire urbanized area within a state as designated by the United States U.S. Census Bureau of 131 

the Census.  132 

"Virginia byway" and "scenic highway" mean those highways designated by the 133 

Commonwealth Transportation Board pursuant to Article 5 (§ 33.1-62 et seq.) of Chapter 1 of 134 

this title XXX. For the purposes of the this article, a Virginia byway shall mean means a scenic 135 

byway as referenced in Title 23, United States Code, § 131 (s) 23 U.S.C. § 131(s).  136 

"Visible" means capable of being seen (whether or not legible) without visual aid by a 137 

person of normal visual acuity.  138 

Drafting note: The definition of "town" is removed as unnecessary, and incorrect 139 

citations to the United States Code are corrected. This section was amended by Chapter 140 

127 of the Acts of Assembly of 2013 and those changes are reflected in the existing 141 

language. Technical changes are also made.  142 

§ 33.1-352 33.2-XXX. Enforcement of provisions by Commissioner of Highways.  143 

The Commissioner of Highways shall administer and enforce the provisions of this 144 

article. He may, in the performance of his duties hereunder, assign to division engineers and 145 

other employees in the Department of Transportation such duties other than discretional 146 

discretionary powers as he may think deem appropriate.  147 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 148 

§ 33.1-353 33.2-XXX. Territory to which article applies.  149 

The territory under the jurisdiction of the Commissioner of Highways for the purposes of 150 

this article shall include all of the Commonwealth, exclusive of that portion thereof which that 151 

lies within the corporate limits of municipalities, except the jurisdiction of the Commissioner of 152 

Highways shall apply to all the territory within municipalities on which signs, advertisements, 153 

or advertising structures are visible from the main traveled way of any interstate Interstate 154 

System highway, federal-aid primary highway as that system existed on June 1, 1991, or 155 

national highway system National Highway System highway.  156 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 157 
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§ 33.1-354 33.2-XXX. Entry upon lands; hindering Commissioner of Highways or 158 

agent.  159 

The Commissioner of Highways and all employees under his direction may enter upon 160 

such lands as may be necessary in the performance of their functions and duties as prescribed by 161 

this article. Any person who shall hinder hinders or obstruct obstructs the Commissioner of 162 

Highways or any assistant or agent of the Commissioner of Highways in carrying out such 163 

functions and duties shall be is guilty of a Class 1 misdemeanor.  164 

Drafting note: Technical change. 165 

§ 33.1-355 33.2-XXX. Excepted signs, advertisements, and advertising structures.  166 

The following signs and advertisements, if securely attached to real property or 167 

advertising structures, and the advertising structures, or parts thereof, upon which they are 168 

posted or displayed are excepted from all the provisions of this article save except those 169 

enumerated in §§ 33.1-353 33.2-XXX, 33.1-356 33.2-XXX, 33.1-360 and 33.2-XXX, 170 

subdivisions (2) 2 through (13) 12 of § 33.1-369 33.2-XXX and §§ 33.1-370 33.2-XXX and 171 

33.1-375 33 2-XXX:  172 

(1) 1. Advertisements securely attached to a place of business or residence, and not to 173 

exceed no more than 10 advertising structures, with a combined total area of such 174 

advertisements and advertising structures, exclusive of the area occupied by the name of the 175 

business, owner, or lessee, of advertisements and advertising structures not to exceed no more 176 

than 500 square feet, erected or maintained, or caused to be erected or maintained, by the owner 177 

or lessee of such place of business or residence, within 250 feet of such place of business or 178 

residence or located on the real property of such place of business or residence and relating 179 

solely to merchandise, services, or entertainment sold, produced, manufactured, or furnished at 180 

such place of business or residence;  181 

(2) 2. Signs erected or maintained, or caused to be erected or maintained, on any farm by 182 

the owner or lessee of such farm and relating solely to farm produce, merchandise, services, or 183 

entertainment sold, produced, manufactured, or furnished on such farm;  184 
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(3) 3. Signs upon real property posted or displayed by the owner, or by the authority of 185 

the owner, stating that the property, upon which the sign is located, or a part of such property, is 186 

for sale or rent or stating any data pertaining to such property and its appurtenances, and the 187 

name and address of the owner and the agent of such owner;  188 

(4) 4. Official notices or advertisements posted or displayed by or under the direction of 189 

any public or court officer in the performance of his official or directed duties, or by trustees 190 

under deeds of trust, deeds of assignment, or other similar instruments;  191 

(5) 5. Danger or precautionary signs relating to the premises or signs warning of the 192 

condition of or dangers of travel on a highway, erected or authorized by the Commissioner of 193 

Highways; or forest fire warning signs erected under authority of the State Forester; and forest 194 

fire warning signs, notices, or symbols erected by the United States government under the 195 

direction of the United States Forestry U.S. Forest Service;  196 

(6) 6. Notices of any telephone company, telegraph company, railroad, bridges, ferries, 197 

or other transportation company necessary in the discretion of the Commissioner of Highways 198 

for the safety of the public or for the direction of the public to such utility or to any place to be 199 

reached by it;  200 

(7) 7. Signs, notices, or symbols for the information of aviators as to location, direction, 201 

and landings and conditions affecting safety in aviation erected or authorized by the 202 

Commissioner of Highways;  203 

(8) 8. Signs containing of 16 square feet or less and bearing an announcement of any 204 

county, town, village or city locality, or historic place or shrine, situated in this the 205 

Commonwealth, advertising itself or local industries, meetings, buildings, or attractions, 206 

provided the same is such signs are maintained wholly at public expense, or at the expense of 207 

such historic place or shrine;  208 

(9) 9. Signs or notices containing of two square feet or less, placed at a junction of two 209 

or more roads in the State Highway System primary state highway system denoting only the 210 
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distance or direction of a church, residence, or place of business, provided such signs or notices 211 

do not exceed a reasonable number in the discretion of the Commissioner of Highways;  212 

(10) 10. Signs or notices erected or maintained upon property giving the name of the 213 

owner, lessee, or occupant of the premises;  214 

(11) 11. Advertisements and advertising structures within the corporate limits of cities 215 

and towns, except as specified in § 33.1-353 33.2-XXX;  216 

(12) 12. Historical markers erected by duly constituted and authorized public authorities;  217 

(13) 13. Highway markers and signs erected, or caused to be erected, by the 218 

Commissioner of Highways or the Commonwealth Transportation Board or other authorities in 219 

accordance with law;  220 

(14) 14. Signs erected upon property warning the public against hunting, fishing, or 221 

trespassing thereon;  222 

(15) 15. Signs erected by Red Cross authorities relating to Red Cross Emergency 223 

Stations. And, with authority is hereby expressly given for the erection and maintenance of such 224 

signs upon the right-of-way of all highways in this the Commonwealth at such locations as may 225 

be approved by the Commissioner of Highways;  226 

(16) 16. Signs advertising agricultural products and horticultural products, or either, 227 

when such products are produced by the person who erects and maintains the signs;, provided, 228 

however, that restriction of the location and number of such signs shall be in the sole discretion 229 

of the Commissioner of Highways;  230 

(17) 17. Signs advertising only the name, time, and place of bona fide agricultural, 231 

county, district, or state fairs, together with announcements of related special events in 232 

connection therewith which that do not consume more than 50 percent of the display area of 233 

such signs, provided the person who posts the signs or causes them to be posted will post a cash 234 

bond as may be prescribed by the Commissioner of Highways, adequate to reimburse the 235 

Commonwealth for the actual cost of removing such signs as that are not removed within 30 236 

days after the last day of the fair so advertised;  237 
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(18) 18. Signs of eight square feet or less, or one sign structure containing more than one 238 

sign of eight square feet or less, which that denote only the name of a civic service club or 239 

church, location and directions for reaching same, and time of meeting of such organization, 240 

provided such signs or notices do not exceed a reasonable number as determined by the 241 

Commissioner of Highways;  242 

(19) 19. Notwithstanding the provisions of § 33.1-373 33.2-XXX, signs containing 243 

advertisements or notices that have been authorized by a county and that are securely affixed to 244 

a public transit passenger shelter that is owned by that county, provided, however, that no 245 

advertisement shall be placed within the right-of-way of the federal interstate system Interstate 246 

System, National Highway System, or the federal-aid primary system of highways in violation 247 

of federal law. The prohibition in subdivision 8 7 of § 33.1-369 33.2-XXX against placing signs 248 

within 15 feet of the nearest edge of the pavement of any highway shall not apply to such signs. 249 

The Commissioner of Highways may require the removal of any particular sign located on such 250 

a shelter as provided in this subdivision if, in his judgement judgment, such sign constitutes a 251 

safety hazard.  252 

Drafting note: In subdivision 5, the reference to the "Forestry" Service is corrected 253 

to the U.S. Forest Service. In subdivision 8, the term "village" is removed as an inaccurate 254 

term. Technical changes are also made. 255 

§ 33.1-356 33.2-XXX. License required of outdoor advertiser advertisers.  256 

No person shall engage or continue in the business of outdoor advertising in this the 257 

Commonwealth outside of the corporate limits of municipalities or within the corporate limits of 258 

municipalities if their off-premises sign, advertisement, or advertising structure is visible from 259 

the main traveled way of any interstate Interstate System, federal-aid primary, or national 260 

highway system National Highway System highway without first obtaining a license therefor 261 

from the Commissioner of Highways. Persons engaged in the business of outdoor advertising 262 

who own signs, advertisements, or advertising structures visible from the main traveled way of 263 

any interstate, federal-aid primary, or national highway system highway within municipalities 264 
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shall have until October 1, 1993, to obtain a license from the Commissioner of Highways or 265 

remove such sign, advertisement, or advertising structure from the view from the main traveled 266 

way of any interstate, federal-aid primary, or national highway system highway. The 267 

Commissioner of Highways shall notify persons known to be engaged in the business of outdoor 268 

advertising within municipalities by August 1, 1993, of the need to obtain a license. The fee for 269 

such license, hereby imposed for revenue for the use of the Commonwealth, shall be $500 per 270 

year, payable annually in advance. Applications for licenses, or renewal of licenses, shall be 271 

made on forms furnished by the Commissioner of Highways, shall contain such information as 272 

the Commissioner of Highways may require, and shall be accompanied by the annual fee. 273 

Licenses granted under this section shall expire on December 31 of each year and shall not be 274 

prorated. Applications for renewal of licenses shall be made not less than thirty 30 days prior to 275 

the date of expiration. Nothing in this section shall be construed to require any person who that 276 

advertises upon a structure or fixture on his its property or a licensed advertiser's structure or 277 

other space to obtain a license.  278 

Drafting note: Obsolete language regarding those engaged in outdoor advertising 279 

prior to 1993 is deleted. Technical changes are also made. 280 

§ 33.1-357 33.2-XXX. Revocation of license and judicial review.  281 

A. The Commissioner shall have the right, of Highways may after thirty 30 days' notice 282 

in writing to the licensee, to revoke any license granted by him upon repayment of a 283 

proportionate part of the license fee, in any case in which he shall find finds that any of the 284 

information required to be given in the application for the license is knowingly false or 285 

misleading or that the licensee has violated any of the provisions of this article, unless such 286 

licensee shall, before the expiration of such thirty 30 days, correct corrects such false or 287 

misleading information and comply complies with the provisions of this article.  288 

Drafting note: Technical changes.  289 

§ 33.1-358. Judicial review of revocation.  290 
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B. Any person whose license is so revoked is entitled to judicial review of such 291 

revocation in accordance with the provisions of the Administrative Process Act (§ 2.2-4000 et 292 

seq.). Any person aggrieved by the such judgment of such court shall have the right of appeal to 293 

the Court of Appeals.  294 

Drafting note: Two related sections regarding revocation of licenses are combined. 295 

Technical changes are also made. 296 

§ 33.1-359 33.2-XXX. Bond required from out-of-state licensee.  297 

No license to engage or continue in the business of outdoor advertising shall be granted 298 

to any person having his its principal place of business outside the Commonwealth or which that 299 

is incorporated outside the Commonwealth for the posting or display of any advertisement or 300 

the erection, use, or maintenance of any advertising structure, until such person shall have has 301 

furnished and filed with the Commissioner of Highways a bond payable to the Commonwealth, 302 

with surety approved by the Commissioner of Highways and in a form approved by the 303 

Attorney General, in the sum of $1,000, conditioned that such licensee shall fulfill fulfills all 304 

requirements of law and the regulations and orders of the Commissioner, of Highways relating 305 

to the display of advertisements or the erection of advertising structures. Such bond shall remain 306 

remains in full force and effect so long as any obligations of such licensee to the 307 

Commonwealth shall remain unsatisfied.  308 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 309 

§ 33.1-360 33.2-XXX. Permits required.  310 

Except as in this article otherwise provided in this article, no person, whether engaged in 311 

the business of outdoor advertising or not, shall erect, use, maintain, post, or display any 312 

advertisement or advertising structure outside municipalities in this the Commonwealth, outside 313 

of municipalities, without first obtaining a permit therefor from the Commissioner of Highways 314 

and paying the annual fee therefor, as provided in this article. A permit shall be is required for 315 

an off-premises sign, advertisement, or advertising structure authorized by § 33.1-370 33.2-316 

XXX if it is located within a municipality and is visible from the main traveled way of any 317 
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interstate Interstate System, federal-aid primary, or national highway system National Highway 318 

System highway.  319 

No bond or permit shall be is required for the posting or display of any advertisement 320 

posted or displayed on any advertising structure or space for which a permit has been issued or 321 

renewed for the then current then-current calendar year under the provisions of this article 322 

unless such permit has been revoked.  323 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 324 

§ 33.1-361 33.2-XXX. Applications for permits; fees.  325 

A. A separate application for a permit shall be made for each separate advertisement or 326 

advertising structure, on a form furnished by the Commissioner of Highways, which application 327 

shall be signed by the applicant or his representative duly authorized in writing to act for him 328 

and shall describe and set forth the size, shape, and the nature of the advertisement or 329 

advertising structure it is proposed to post, display, erect, or maintain and its actual or proposed 330 

location with sufficient accuracy to enable the Commissioner of Highways to identify such 331 

advertisement or advertising structure and to find its actual or proposed location.  332 

B. Each application shall be accompanied by an application fee in an amount determined 333 

as follows on the basis of the area of the advertisement or advertising structure for which the 334 

permit is sought, according to the following schedule:  335 

1. Fifteen dollars $15 if such area does not exceed 74 square feet;  336 

2. Thirty dollars $30 if such area exceeds 74 square feet but does not exceed 1,824 337 

square feet; and  338 

3. One hundred sixty-five dollars $165 if such area exceeds 1,824 square feet.  339 

In the computation of fees under this section subsection, each side of the advertisement 340 

or advertising structure used or constructed to be used shall be separately considered. If the 341 

applicant elects to use an electronic application, the fee shall be reduced by $5 per application.  342 
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The fee shall be retained by the Commissioner of Highways if the permit is issued. If the 343 

permit is refused, the Commissioner of Highways shall refund one-half of the application fee to 344 

the applicant.  345 

C. In addition to the above fees required by subsection B, on any original application for 346 

an advertisement or advertising structure there shall be imposed an inspection charge of $50 for 347 

any advertisement or advertising structure to be located on an interstate Interstate System, 348 

federal-aid primary, or national highway system National Highway System highway and $25 for 349 

any advertisement or advertising structure to be located on any other highway.  350 

D. Each application shall be accompanied by the written consent, or in lieu thereof a 351 

copy certified by an officer authorized to take acknowledgments to deeds in this the 352 

Commonwealth, of the owner of the real property upon which such advertisement or advertising 353 

structure is to be erected, used, maintained, posted, or displayed, or of such other person having 354 

the legal right to grant such consent, or of the duly authorized agent of such owner, or other 355 

person; provided, except that in the marsh or meadowland owned by the Commonwealth along 356 

either side of the causeway leading from the mainland to the town Town of Chincoteague, the 357 

legal right to grant such consent shall be vested in the local governing body of such town.  358 

E. Application shall be made in like manner for a permit to use, maintain, or display an 359 

existing advertisement or advertising structure.  360 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 361 

§ 33.1-362 33.2-XXX. Duration and renewal of permit.  362 

Except as provided in § 33.1-365 33.2-XXX, permits issued hereunder in accordance 363 

with this article shall run for the calendar year, and may be renewed upon application made 364 

upon forms furnished by the Commissioner of Highways and the payment of the same fee 365 

required to be paid upon application for a permit. Fees for renewal of permits using the Virginia 366 

Department of Transportation's Department's electronic application renewal process shall be 367 

reduced by $5 per permit being renewed. Permits will shall not be extended or renewed in cases 368 

where the permittee has not exercised the privilege of erecting such advertising structure or 369 
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displayed such advertisement during the period for which the permit was issued. Annual permits 370 

issued after December fifteenth will 15 shall cover the following calendar year.  371 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 372 

§ 33.1-363. Area of advertising structure.  373 

The area of an advertising structure shall be determined from its outside measurements, 374 

excluding as a part thereof, the height and overall width of supports and supporting structure 375 

and any other portion or portions thereof beneath the normal area upon which an advertisement 376 

is posted or intended to be posted.  377 

Drafting note: This section is moved to the definitions section for this article 378 

because so much of this article uses the area of the advertising structure. 379 

§ 33.1-364 33.2-XXX. Revocation of permit.  380 

The Commissioner of Highways may, after thirty 30 days' notice in writing to the 381 

permittee, revoke any permit issued by him under § 33.1-360 33.2-XXX upon repayment of a 382 

proportionate part of the fee in any case in which it shall appear appears to the Commissioner of 383 

Highways that the application for the permit contains knowingly false or misleading 384 

information, that the permittee has failed to keep in a good general condition and in a reasonable 385 

state of repair the advertisement or advertising structure for which such permit was issued, or 386 

that the permittee has violated any of the provisions of this article, unless such permittee shall, 387 

before the expiration of such thirty 30 days, correct corrects such false or misleading 388 

information, or make makes the necessary repairs or improvement in the general condition of 389 

such advertisement or advertising structure or comply complies with the provisions of this 390 

article, as the case may be. If the erection, maintenance, and display of any advertisement or 391 

advertising structure for which a permit is issued by the Commissioner of Highways and the 392 

permit fee has been paid as above provided, shall be is prevented by any zoning board, 393 

commission, or other public agency which that also has jurisdiction over the proposed 394 

advertisement or advertising structure or its site, the application fee for such advertisement or 395 

advertising structure shall be returned by the Commissioner of Highways and the permit 396 
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revoked. But However one-half of the application fee shall be deemed to have accrued upon the 397 

erection of an advertising structure or the display of an advertisement followed by an inspection 398 

by the Commissioner of Highways or his representative.  399 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 400 

§ 33.1-365 33.2-XXX. Temporary permit.  401 

In any case if in which an applicant for a permit shall certify certifies in his application 402 

that he is unable to state the actual or proposed location of the advertisement or advertising 403 

structure or to file the written consent of the landowner or other person having the legal right to 404 

the real estate upon which the advertisement or advertising structure is to be erected, used, 405 

maintained, posted, or displayed, the Commissioner of Highways shall issue to such applicant a 406 

temporary permit, which shall expire 60 days from the date of issue, together with the proper 407 

identification number to be attached to such advertisement or advertising structure, which 408 

temporary permit shall expire sixty days from the date of its issue. Applications for temporary 409 

permits must indicate the county and route on which the advertisement or advertising structure 410 

is to be located and must be accompanied by a fee of two dollars $2 to cover the cost of issuance 411 

of the temporary permit. If within such sixty 60 days, the applicant shall file files with the 412 

Commissioner of Highways an application setting forth all of the information required in § 33.1-413 

361 33.2-XXX, together with the required fees, the Commissioner of Highways shall issue to 414 

such applicant a permit. In the event that the permit is not issued, the fees submitted shall be 415 

returned, except the two dollars $2 for the temporary permit.  416 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 417 

§ 33.1-366 33.2-XXX. Appeal from refusal or revocation of permit.  418 

Any person aggrieved by any action of the Commissioner of Highways in refusing to 419 

grant or in revoking a permit under § 33.1-361 33.2-XXX or § 33.1-364 33.2-XXX may appeal 420 

from the decision of the Commissioner of Highways in accordance with the provisions of the 421 

Administrative Process Act (§ 2.2-4000 et seq.).  422 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 423 
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§ 33.1-367 33.2-XXX. Transfer of licenses and permits to successor concerns.  424 

Any license or permit issued pursuant to this article may be transferred to any person 425 

who that acquires as a successor the business of the person for whom such license or permit was 426 

issued.  427 

Drafting note: Technical change. 428 

§ 33.1-368 33.2-XXX. Identification of advertising structure or advertisement.  429 

The Commissioner of Highways shall require that each advertising structure and each 430 

advertisement not posted or displayed on an advertising structure shall bear an identification 431 

number, furnished by the Commissioner, of Highways and, if erected, maintained, or displayed 432 

by a licensed outdoor advertiser shall, also bear his its name. The Commissioner of Highways 433 

shall make suitable provisions for the details thereof.  434 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 435 

§ 33.1-369 33.2-XXX. Certain advertisements or structures prohibited.  436 

No advertisement or advertising structure shall be erected, maintained, or operated:  437 

(1) 1. Within 660 feet of the nearest edge of the right-of-way of the Blue Ridge Parkway, 438 

the Colonial National Parkway, the Mount Vernon Boulevard, or any other parkway within this 439 

the Commonwealth or within 660 feet of any public cemetery, public park reservation, public 440 

playground, national forest, or state forest, outside the limits of any municipality; however, any 441 

advertisement or advertising structure which that is lawfully in place on April 6, 1966, and 442 

which that does not conform to the 660-foot distance requirement may be maintained for the life 443 

of such the advertisement or advertising structure;  444 

(2) Which 2. That involves motion or rotation of any part of the structure, moving 445 

reflective disks, or running animation, or that displays an intermittent light or lights visible from 446 

any highway. The prohibition of this subsection subdivision shall not apply to: (a) (i) an 447 

advertisement or advertisement structure with messages that change no more than once every 448 

four seconds and that is consistent with agreements entered into between the Commissioner of 449 

Highways and the United States U.S. Department of Transportation or (b) (ii) an on-premises 450 
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advertisement or advertising structure with messages displayed as scrolling words and/or or 451 

numbers;  452 

(3) Which 3. That uses the words "stop" or "danger" prominently displayed or presents 453 

or implies the need or requirement of stopping or the existence of danger on any highway, or 454 

which that is a copy or imitation of official highway signs;  455 

(4) [Reserved.]  456 

(5) Which 4. That, within visible distance of any highway, advertises any county, city, 457 

town, village, historic place, or shrine without the consent, in writing of such county, city, or 458 

town or village or of the owner of such historic place or shrine;  459 

(6) Which 5. That is mobile and is designed to and effectively does distract the attention 460 

of passing motorists on any highway by flashing lights, loud and blatant noises, or movable 461 

objects;  462 

(7) Which involve 6. That involves red, green, or amber lights or reflectorized material 463 

and which resemble resembles traffic signal lights or traffic control signs and are is within 464 

visible distance of any highway;  465 

(8) 7. Within fifteen 15 feet of the nearest edge of the pavement of any highway; 466 

however, the Commissioner of Highways may waive this restriction whenever the 467 

advertisement or advertising structure is actually anchored outside of the right-of-way, and, 468 

within his discretion, does not constitute a safety hazard or conflict with any other restriction 469 

contained in this section;  470 

(9) 8. At any public road intersection in such a manner as would obstruct the clear vision 471 

in either direction between a point on the center line of the side road 20 feet from the nearest 472 

edge of the pavement of the main road and points on the main road 400 feet distant, measured 473 

along the nearest edge of the pavement of the main road;  474 

(10) 9. At any grade intersection of a public road and a railroad in such a manner as 475 

would obstruct the clear vision in either direction within triangular areas formed by (a) (i) a 476 

point at the center of the railroad-public road intersection, (b) (ii) a point on the public road 400 477 
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feet from the center of the railroad-public road intersection as measured along the center of the 478 

public road, and (c) (iii) a point on the railroad 500 feet from the center of the railroad-public 479 

road intersection as measured along the center of the railroad;  480 

(11) 10. At or near any curve in a road in such a manner as to obstruct the clear vision of 481 

traffic from any one point on such curve to any other point not more than 400 feet apart, as 482 

measured between each point from the nearest edge of the pavement;  483 

(12) Which 11. That advertises activities which that are illegal under state or federal 484 

laws or regulations in effect at the location of such sign or advertisement or at the location of 485 

such activities;  486 

(13) Which 12. That is obsolete or inconsistent with this article or regulations adopted by 487 

the Commonwealth Transportation Board pursuant to this article; or  488 

(14) 13. After December 18, 1991, adjacent to any interstate Interstate System, federal-489 

aid primary, or national highway system National Highway System highway in the 490 

Commonwealth which that has been designated as a Virginia byway or scenic highway, except 491 

directional and official signs and notices defined in this article and regulations adopted under 492 

pursuant to this article, on-premises signs, and signs advertising the sale or lease of property 493 

upon which they are located.  494 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 495 

§ 33.1-370 33.2-XXX. Special provisions pertaining to interstate Interstate System, 496 

national highway system National Highway System, and federal-aid primary highways.  497 

A. Notwithstanding the territorial limitation set out in § 33.1-353 33.2-XXX, no sign or 498 

advertisement adjacent to any interstate Interstate System, national highway system National 499 

Highway System, or federal-aid primary highway shall be erected, maintained, or displayed 500 

which that is visible from the main traveled way within 660 feet of the nearest edge of the right-501 

of-way, except as provided in subsections B and D of this section, and outside of an urban area, 502 

no sign or advertisement beyond 660 feet of the nearest edge of the right-of-way of any 503 

interstate Interstate System, national highway system National Highway System, or federal-aid 504 
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primary highway which that is visible from the main traveled way shall be erected, maintained, 505 

or displayed with the purpose of its message being read from the main traveled way, except as 506 

set forth in subsection C.  507 

B. The following signs, advertisements, or advertising structures may be erected, 508 

maintained, and displayed within 660 feet of the right-of-way of any interstate Interstate 509 

System, national highway system National Highway System, or federal-aid primary highway:  510 

Class 1 -: Official signs. - Directional and official signs and notices, which signs and 511 

notices shall include, but not be limited to, including signs and notices pertaining to the 512 

availability of food, lodging, vehicle service and tourist information, natural wonders, scenic 513 

areas, museums, and historic attractions, as authorized or required by law; however, where such 514 

signs or notices pertain to facilities or attractions which that are barrier free, such signs or 515 

notices shall contain the International Barrier Free Symbol of Access. The Commonwealth 516 

Transportation Board shall determine the type, lighting, size, location, number, and other 517 

requirements of signs of this class.  518 

Class 2 -: On-premises signs. - Signs not prohibited by other parts of this article which 519 

that are consistent with the applicable provisions of this section and which that advertise the sale 520 

or lease of, or activities being conducted upon, the real property where the signs are located;, 521 

provided, that any such signs, which that are located adjacent to and within 660 feet of any 522 

interstate Interstate System highway and do not lie in commercial or industrial zones within the 523 

boundaries of incorporated municipalities, as such boundaries existed on September 21, 1959, 524 

wherein the use of real property adjacent to the Interstate System is subject to municipal 525 

regulation or control, or in areas where land use as of September 21, 1959, was clearly 526 

established by state law as industrial or commercial, shall comply with the following 527 

requirements:  528 

1. Not more than one sign advertising the sale or lease of the same property may be 529 

erected or maintained in such manner as to be visible to traffic proceeding in any one direction 530 

on any one interstate Interstate System highway;  531 
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2. Not more than one sign, visible to traffic proceeding in any one direction on any one 532 

interstate Interstate System highway and advertising activities being conducted upon the real 533 

property where the sign is located, may be erected or maintained more than fifty 50 feet from 534 

the advertised activity, and no such sign may be located more than 250 feet from the center of 535 

the advertised activity; and  536 

3. No sign, except one which that is not more than fifty 50 feet from the advertised 537 

activity, that displays any trade name which that refers to or identifies any service rendered or 538 

product sold, shall may be erected or maintained unless the name of the advertised activity is 539 

displayed as conspicuously as such trade name.  540 

Class 3 -: Other signs. - Any signs or advertisements which that are located within areas 541 

adjacent to any interstate Interstate System, national highway system National Highway System, 542 

or federal-aid primary highway which that are zoned industrial or commercial under authority of 543 

state law, or in unzoned commercial or industrial areas as determined by the Commonwealth 544 

Transportation Board from actual land uses. The Commonwealth Transportation Board shall 545 

determine the size, lighting, and spacing of signs of this class, provided that such determination 546 

shall be no more restrictive than valid federal requirements on the same subject.  547 

C. The following signs, advertisements, or advertising structures may be erected, 548 

maintained, and displayed beyond 660 feet of the right-of-way of any interstate Interstate 549 

System, national highway system National Highway System, or federal-aid primary highway 550 

outside of urban areas.:  551 

1. Class 1 and Class 2 signs, advertisements, or advertising structures set forth in 552 

subsection B of this section.  553 

2. All other signs, advertisements, or advertising structures erected, maintained, or 554 

displayed more than 660 feet from the nearest edge of the right-of-way of an interstate Interstate 555 

System, national highway system National Highway System, or federal-aid primary highway;, 556 

unless said such sign or advertisement is visible from the main traveled way of said such 557 
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highways and erected, maintained, or displayed with the purpose of its message being read from 558 

the main traveled way of said such highways.  559 

In determining whether a sign, advertisement, or advertising structure is "erected, 560 

maintained, or displayed with the purpose of its message being read," the Commissioner is not 561 

limited to, but will of Highways shall consider, at a minimum, the nature of the business or 562 

product advertised thereon, the availability of such business or product to users of the controlled 563 

highway, and the visibility of the sign, advertisement, or advertising structure from the main 564 

traveled way of the controlled highway (such. Such visibility may be measured by considering 565 

the size or height of the sign, advertisement, or advertising structure; the configuration, size, and 566 

height of recognizable emblems, images, and lettering thereon; the angle of the sign, 567 

advertisement, or advertising structure to the main traveled way of the controlled highway; the 568 

degree to which physical obstructions hinder the view of the sign, advertisement, or advertising 569 

structure from the main traveled way of the controlled highway; and the time during which such 570 

sign, advertisement, or advertising structure is exposed to view by travelers on the main traveled 571 

way of the controlled highway traveling at the maximum and minimum speeds posted).  572 

D. In order to provide information in the specific interest of the traveling public, the 573 

Department is hereby authorized to maintain maps and to, permit informational directories and 574 

advertising pamphlets to be made available at rest areas, and to establish information centers at 575 

rest areas for the purpose of informing the public of places of interest within the Commonwealth 576 

and providing such other information as may be considered desirable.  577 

E. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, lawfully erected and maintained 578 

nonconforming signs, advertisements, and advertising structures shall not be removed or 579 

eliminated by amortization under state law or local ordinances without compensation as 580 

described in subsection F of this section.  581 

F. The Commissioner of Highways is authorized to acquire by purchase, gift, or the 582 

power of eminent domain and to pay just compensation upon the removal of nonconforming 583 

signs, advertisements, or advertising structures lawfully erected and maintained under state law 584 
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or state regulations. Provided, however, provided that subsequent to November 6, 1978, 585 

whenever any local ordinance which that is more restrictive than state law requires the removal 586 

of such signs, advertisements, or advertising structures, the local governing body shall initiate 587 

the removal of such signs, advertisements, or advertising structures with the Commissioner of 588 

Highways, who shall have complete authority to administer the removal of such signs, 589 

advertisements, or advertising structures. Upon proof of payment presented to the local 590 

governing bodies, the local governing bodies shall reimburse the Commissioner of Highways 591 

the funds expended which that are associated with the removal of such signs, advertisements, or 592 

advertising structures required by local ordinances, less any federal funds received for such 593 

purposes. Notwithstanding the above provisions of this subsection, nothing shall prohibit the 594 

local governing bodies from removing signs, advertisements, or advertising structures which 595 

that are made nonconforming solely by local ordinances so long as those ordinances require the 596 

local governing bodies to pay 100 percent of the cost of removing them and just compensation 597 

upon their removal.  598 

Such compensation is authorized to be paid only for the taking from the owner of such 599 

sign or advertisement of all right, title, leasehold, and interest in such sign or advertisement, and 600 

the taking from the owner of the real property on which the sign or advertisement is located, of 601 

the right to erect and maintain such sign or advertisement thereon.  602 

The Commissioner of Highways shall not be required to expend any funds under this 603 

section unless and until federal-aid matching funds are made available for this purpose.  604 

Drafting note: Technical changes are made, including removing the phrase "but 605 

not limited to" based on § 1-218. In subsection B, the "International Barrier Free Symbol" 606 

name is updated to the "International Symbol of Access." This section was amended by 607 

Chapters 585 and 646 of the Acts of Assembly of 2013 and that change is reflected in the 608 

existing language here.  609 

§ 33.1-370.1 33.2-XXX. Removal of billboard signs under this chapter prohibited 610 

without just compensation.  611 
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Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no billboard sign subject to this chapter 612 

may be removed by action of a county, city, or town under Chapter 22 (§ 15.2-2200 et seq.) of 613 

Title 15.2 without the payment of just compensation by the county, city, or town unless the 614 

billboard sign cannot remain on the property due to the site constraints of the property and 615 

removal of the billboard sign is therefore necessary for development on the property. The 616 

property owner may terminate the leasehold or other right of the billboard sign to remain on the 617 

property in accordance with the terms and conditions of the contract between the property 618 

owner and the billboard sign owner, but may not be required to do so by the county, city, or 619 

town as a condition of obtaining development approval for the property, unless removal of the 620 

billboard sign is necessary for development of the property or the billboard sign is 621 

nonconforming and is the principal use on the property and the zoning ordinance permits only 622 

one principal use on the property.  623 

Drafting note: Technical change. 624 

§ 33.1-370.2 33.2-XXX. Maintenance and repair of nonconforming billboard signs.  625 

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, maintenance of and repairs to 626 

nonconforming billboard signs shall be governed by this section and any applicable regulations 627 

promulgated by the Commissioner of Highways, known as the "Control and Continuance of 628 

Nonconforming Signs, Advertisements, and Advertising Structure Structures." Nonconforming 629 

billboard signs shall be maintained in a good state of repair and shall be subject to removal for 630 

failure to do so, in accordance with § 33.1-375 33.2-XXX. In order to make repairs to a 631 

nonconforming billboard sign, the owner shall make a written request to the Commissioner of 632 

Highways and submit the documentation required by 24 VAC 30-120-170. The Commissioner 633 

of Highways shall review the written request, and if the Commissioner of Highways determines 634 

that the cost of requested repairs does not exceed a dollar amount greater than 50 percent of the 635 

current replacement cost of the entire billboard sign or structure, the Commissioner of 636 

Highways shall provide the owner of the billboard sign with a letter approving the billboard sign 637 

repairs. However, in no case shall a nonconforming billboard sign be replaced or rebuilt if the 638 
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cost of the replacement or rebuilding exceeds 50 percent of the current replacement cost. The 639 

owner of the billboard sign shall apply for a building permit from the locality in which the 640 

billboard sign is located and provide a copy of the approval letter from the Commissioner of 641 

Highways as part of the application for the building permit. The Commissioner's determination 642 

as to whether the owner of the billboard sign has complied with this section shall be binding 643 

upon the locality, unless the building official, for good cause shown, submits to the 644 

Commissioner of Highways documentation objecting to the Commissioner's determination, 645 

within 30 days of the building permit application, with a copy of such documentation being 646 

provided to the billboard sign owner. The Commissioner of Highways shall consider any 647 

documentation submitted by the building official and shall reissue a determination in 648 

accordance with this section, which determination shall be binding upon the locality.  649 

Drafting note: Technical changes. VDOT may want to suggest more generic 650 

language to replace the VAC reference. 651 

§ 33.1-371 33.2-XXX. Regulations and agreements with United States implementing § 652 

33.1-370 33.2-XXX.  653 

The Commonwealth Transportation Board may issue regulations, and is authorized to 654 

enter into agreements with the United States as provided in 23 United States Code U.S.C. § 131, 655 

with respect to the regulation and control of signs, advertisements, and advertising structures in 656 

conformity with § 33.1-370; 33.2-XXX, provided that such agreements shall not prevent the 657 

General Assembly of Virginia from amending or repealing § 33.1-370 33.2-XXX at any time, 658 

and provided further, that in the event the federal law is amended to lessen the special 659 

restrictions applicable to signs, advertisements, and advertising structures adjacent to interstate 660 

Interstate System or federal-aid primary highways, the Commonwealth Transportation Board is 661 

authorized to adopt regulations to conform to such change in federal law and to amend any 662 

agreement with the United States relating to such control.  663 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 664 

§ 33.1-371.1 33.2-XXX. Selective pruning permits; fees; penalty.  665 
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A. As used in this section "local beautification project" means any project in a locality 666 

that includes installation of plant materials, using public or other funds, in any public right-of-667 

way within a county, city, or town. 668 

B. Notwithstanding the provisions of § 33.1-353 33.2-XXX or any other provision of 669 

law, general or special:  670 

1. The Commissioner of Highways shall by permit authorize the selective pruning, 671 

within highway rights-of-way, as highways are defined in § 33.1-351 33.2-XXX, including 672 

within corporate limits of municipalities, of vegetation that obstructs motorists' view of signs 673 

displayed on outdoor advertising structures legally erected and properly maintained along the 674 

highways. Permits authorizing such pruning shall be issued in accordance with this section.  675 

(a) a. All work performed under the permit shall be (i) subject to the direction of the 676 

Commissioner or his designee of Highways, (ii) supervised on-site by a certified arborist 677 

approved by the Commissioner of Highways, (iii) completed to the satisfaction of the 678 

Commissioner or his designee of Highways, and (iv) performed solely at the expense of the 679 

permittee.  680 

(b) b. All pruning shall be performed in a manner that (i) creates a picture frame effect 681 

around the sign and (ii) beautifies the area surrounding the advertising structure. All cutting 682 

shall be limited to vegetation with trunk base diameters of less than six inches. Pruning cuts of 683 

limbs or branches or other vegetation with diameters greater than four inches and clear cutting 684 

shall not be authorized and shall be strictly prohibited. Pruning of vegetation in a highway 685 

median shall not be permitted where the locality within which the pruning is to be done has a 686 

local beautification project, as defined in this section, in the area within the scope of the 687 

selective pruning application; however, relocation or replanting of such vegetation shall be 688 

permitted in accordance with a landscaping plan as provided in this section.  689 

(c) c. Any diseased or unsightly vegetation or any vegetation that endangers the health or 690 

retards the growth of desirable vegetation may be removed at the discretion of the certified 691 
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arborist supervising the work. Any such removed vegetation shall be replaced at the permittee's 692 

expense with desirable vegetation.  693 

2. The requirements of this section shall not apply to the owner or authorized agent of 694 

the owner of any sign, advertisement, or advertising structure exempted from the provisions of 695 

this article by § 33.1-355 33.2-XXX.  696 

3. The Commissioner of Highways shall promulgate such regulations as he deems 697 

necessary or desirable to carry out the provisions of this section. Such regulations shall include 698 

but not necessarily be limited to the following requirements:  699 

(a) a. Every application for a permit submitted under this section shall be accompanied 700 

by photographs of the affected site and a detailed description of work proposed to be performed.  701 

(b) b. A fee of $400 shall accompany every application made to the Commissioner, of 702 

Highways or, if applicable, to the locality within which the pruning is to be performed. All such 703 

fees collected by the Commissioner of Highways shall be paid by the Commissioner of 704 

Highways into the state treasury, and allocated to the Commonwealth Transportation Board.  705 

(c) c. Every applicant shall post a bond payable to the Commonwealth, with surety 706 

approved by the Commissioner of Highways and in a form approved by the Attorney General, 707 

in the sum of $2,500, conditioned on the permittee's fulfillment of all requirements of the 708 

permit.  709 

(d) d. No permit shall be issued under this section in order to create a new site for an 710 

outdoor advertising structure.  711 

4. Where the applicant is seeking a vegetation control permit in a locality where the 712 

public right-of-way is within the jurisdictional limits of a city or town on a highway or street not 713 

within the jurisdiction of the Commissioner of Highways under § 33.1-353 33.2-XXX or on a 714 

highway or street in a county having the county manager form of government, the 715 

Commissioner of Highways shall delegate the administration of this section to that locality, and, 716 

if so delegated, the locality shall apply the provisions of this section.  717 
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5. If there are plant materials in the public right-of-way that are part of a local 718 

beautification project, the Commissioner of Highways or the locality, as the case may be, may 719 

include a requirement, in accordance with the provisions of subdivisions 4 through 7, that, as a 720 

condition of the issuance of a vegetation control permit for selective pruning, the applicant must 721 

submit a landscaping plan, showing how the applicant will relocate or replant the vegetation 722 

obstructing the motorists' view from the main traveled way of the highway or street of signs 723 

displayed on outdoor advertising structures, in lieu of the selective pruning of such plant 724 

materials. For purposes of this section, "local beautification project" means any project in a 725 

locality that includes installation of plant materials, using public or other funds, in any public 726 

right-of-way within a county, city, or town. In the absence of the existence of a local 727 

beautification project in the area within the scope of the selective pruning application, no 728 

landscaping plan requirement shall be imposed on the applicant.  729 

6. If subdivision 5 is applicable, the applicant shall pay the reasonable costs of 730 

implementing the landscaping plan, which may include but not be limited to, relocating existing 731 

plant materials, purchasing new replacement plant materials, and planting vegetation that will 732 

not grow to a height or position in the future so as to obstruct motorists' view from the main 733 

traveled way of the highway or street of signs displayed on outdoor advertising structures, as 734 

otherwise set out in the landscaping plan.  735 

7. The provisions of subdivisions 4 through 7 6 shall apply to any local beautification 736 

project installed prior to July 1, 2006. On and after July 1, 2006, the locality shall not plant 737 

materials that obstruct motorists' view from the main traveled way of the highway or street of 738 

signs displayed on outdoor advertising structures. If the local beautification project violates this 739 

section, in addition to other applicable penalties, the locality shall bear the costs to bring such 740 

beautification project into compliance with this section.  741 

8. The locality shall provide a 30-day written notice to the Commissioner of Highways 742 

prior to installation of a local beautification project within the right-of-way of a Virginia 743 

Department of Transportation maintained highway that may obstruct the motorists' view of 744 
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signs displayed on outdoor advertising structures. Such notice shall include a description of the 745 

plant materials to be used in, and a copy of the plans for, such beautification project.  746 

9. Any application for vegetation control in compliance with this section submitted to 747 

the Commissioner of Highways shall be approved acted upon within 60 days of submission or 748 

shall be deemed approved. Any application for vegetation control in compliance with this 749 

section submitted to any city or town or on a highway or street in a county with the county 750 

manager form of government shall be approved acted upon within 60 days of submission or 751 

shall be deemed approved. The locality may impose conditions in approval of the landscaping 752 

plan consistent with this section and the regulations promulgated thereto. If the locality is not 753 

satisfied that the landscaping plan submitted by the applicant complies with this section, the 754 

locality may appeal to the Commissioner of Highways prior to the expiration of the 60-day 755 

period from the date of submission. If the applicant objects to the conditions imposed by the 756 

locality as part of the approval of the landscaping plan, the applicant may appeal to the 757 

Commissioner of Highways within 30 days after the final action on the landscaping plan. The 758 

appealing party shall submit a written appeal to the Commissioner of Highways, stating the 759 

reasons for such appeal, along with a fee of $400. The Commissioner of Highways shall review 760 

the landscaping plan and the reasons for the appeal and shall issue a determination in 761 

accordance with this section within 30 days after filing of the appeal, which determination shall 762 

be binding upon the applicant and the locality.  763 

10. Upon issuance of a vegetation control permit in accordance with this section, the 764 

applicant shall give written notice, at least seven days in advance of any site work, as authorized 765 

by the permit, of the date and time of the commencement of the site work as approved by the 766 

permit. Such written notice shall be given to the Commissioner of Highways unless the public 767 

right-of-way is within the jurisdictional limits of a city or town on a highway or street not within 768 

the jurisdiction of the Commissioner under § 33.1-353 33.2-XXX, in which case, the written 769 

notice shall be given to the local government official who approved the permit.  770 
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11. Any person, firm, or corporation found by a court of competent jurisdiction to have 771 

violated any provision of this section, any regulation adopted pursuant to this section, or any 772 

permit issued under this section, shall be subject to the penalties provided in § 33.1-377.1 33.2-773 

XXX.  774 

Drafting note: Technical changes are made, including removing the phrase "but 775 

not limited to" in subdivisions 3 and 6 based on § 1-218 of the Code of Virginia. Existing § 776 

33.1-371.1 was amended by Chapter 737 of the Acts of Assembly of 2013 and those 777 

changes are reflected in the existing language here.  778 

§ 33.1-372 33.2-XXX. Pasting advertisements prohibited in certain instances.  779 

No advertisement shall be pasted or glued on any building, fence, wall, tree, rock, or 780 

other similar structure or object, unless the same be structure or object is an advertising structure 781 

for which a permit has been issued and is in effect.  782 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 783 

§ 33.1-373 33.2-XXX. Signs or advertising on rocks, poles, etc., within limits of 784 

highway; civil penalty.  785 

Any person who in any manner (i) paints, prints, places, puts, or affixes any sign or 786 

advertisement upon or to any rock, stone, tree, fence, stump, pole, mile-board, milestone, 787 

danger-sign, guide-sign, guidepost, highway sign, historical marker, building, or other object 788 

lawfully within the limits of any highway or (ii) erects, paints, prints, places, puts, or affixes any 789 

sign or advertisement within the limits of any highway shall be assessed is subject to a civil 790 

penalty of $100. Each occurrence shall be subject to a separate penalty. All civil penalties 791 

collected under this section shall be paid into the Highway Maintenance and Operating Fund. 792 

Signs or advertisements placed within the limits of the highway are hereby declared a public and 793 

private nuisance and may be forthwith removed, obliterated, or abated by the Commissioner of 794 

Highways or his representatives without notice. The Commissioner of Highways may collect the 795 

cost of such removal, obliteration, or abatement from the person erecting, painting, printing, 796 

placing, putting, affixing, or using such sign or advertisement. When no one is observed 797 
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erecting, painting, printing, placing, putting, or affixing such sign or advertisement, the person, 798 

firm, or corporation being advertised shall be presumed to have placed the sign or advertisement 799 

and shall be punished accordingly. Such presumption, however, shall be rebuttable by 800 

competent evidence. In addition, the Commissioner of Highways or his representative may seek 801 

to enjoin any recurring violator of this section. The Commissioner of Highways may enter into 802 

agreements with any local governing body authorizing local law-enforcement agencies or other 803 

local governmental entities to act as agents of the Commissioner of Highways for the purpose of 804 

(i) enforcing the provisions of this section and (ii) collecting the penalties and costs provided for 805 

in this section. Any such agreement may provide that penalties and costs collected pursuant to 806 

such agreement shall be paid as agreed. 807 

The provisions of this section shall not apply to signs or other outdoor advertising 808 

regulated under Chapter 7 (§ 33.1-351 et seq.) other provisions of this title chapter.  809 

Drafting note: Technical changes. The last sentence of this section was added in SB 810 

572 (1994) and does not make sense as it is written. Existing § 33.1-373 was amended by 811 

Chapter 457 of the 2013 Acts of Assembly and those changes are reflected in the existing 812 

language here. 813 

§ 33.1-375.1 33.2-XXX. Commissioner of Highways may enter into certain agreements; 814 

civil penalties.  815 

A. The Commissioner of Highways may enter into agreements with the local governing 816 

body of Fairfax County authorizing local law-enforcement agencies or other local governmental 817 

entities to act as agents of the Commissioner of Highways for the purpose of (i) enforcing the 818 

provisions of § 33.1-373 33.2-XXX and (ii) collecting the civil penalties and costs provided for 819 

in that section. However, no the local governing body of Fairfax County shall not enter into any 820 

such agreement until it has held a public hearing thereon.  821 

B. Notwithstanding the provisions of § 33.1-373 33.2-XXX, the penalties and costs 822 

collected under this section shall be paid to the affected locality Fairfax County.  823 
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C. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this section subsections A and B, signs 824 

and advertising promoting and/or or providing directions to a special event erected from 825 

Saturday through the following Monday shall not be subject to an agreement provided for in 826 

subsection A.  827 

D. If a county Fairfax County acts as an agent of the Commissioner of Highways under 828 

this section, the county then it shall require each of its employees and any volunteers who are 829 

authorized to act on behalf of the county County to comply with the provisions of this section 830 

and any other applicable law. If a lawfully placed sign is confiscated by an employee or 831 

volunteer authorized to act for the county County in violation of the authority granted under this 832 

section, the sign owner shall have the right to reclaim the sign within five business days of the 833 

date of such confiscation.  834 

Drafting note: References to a county are changed to Fairfax County to maintain 835 

consistency with the first reference because Fairfax is the only county to which this section 836 

applies. Technical changes are also made, including replacing "and/or" with "or." 837 

§ 33.1-374 33.2-XXX. Harmony of regulations.  838 

No zoning board or commission or any other public officer or agency shall permit any 839 

sign, advertisement, or advertising structure which that is prohibited under the provisions of this 840 

article, nor shall the Commissioner of Highways permit any sign, advertisement, or advertising 841 

structure which that is prohibited by any other public board, officer, or agency in the lawful 842 

exercise of its or their powers.  843 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 844 

§ 33.1-375 33.2-XXX. Violation a nuisance; abatement.  845 

Any sign, advertisement, or advertising structure which that is erected, used, maintained, 846 

operated, posted, or displayed for which no permit has been obtained where such is required, or 847 

after revocation or more than 30 days after expiration of a permit, is hereby declared to be a 848 

public and private nuisance and may be forthwith removed, obliterated, or abated by the 849 

Commissioner or his representatives of Highways. The Commissioner of Highways may collect 850 
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the cost of such removal, obliteration, or abatement from the person erecting, using, 851 

maintaining, operating, posting, or displaying such sign, advertisement, or advertising structure.  852 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 853 

§ 33.1-376 33.2-XXX. Disposition of fees.  854 

All moneys received by the Commissioner of Highways under the provisions of this 855 

article shall be paid by him into the state treasury, except as provided in 33.2-XXX and 33.2-856 

XXX (existing 33.1-373 and 33.1-377.1), and allocated to the Commonwealth Transportation 857 

Board for use in the regulation and control of outdoor advertising and landscaping of highways.  858 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 859 

§ 33.1-377.  860 

Drafting note: Repealed by Acts 2012, cc. 760 and 818, cl. 2, effective April 18, 861 

2012.  862 

§ 33.1-377.1 33.2-XXX. Penalties for violation.  863 

A. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any person, firm, or corporation that 864 

violates any provision of this article or applicable regulations that fails to take corrective action 865 

within 30 days as specified in a written notice from the Commissioner of Highways shall be 866 

subject to any or all of the following penalties:  867 

1. A civil penalty of not more than $250 per violation. Each day during which the 868 

violation continues after a final determination by the Commissioner of Highways of such 869 

violation shall be deemed a separate violation;  870 

2. Revocation by the Commissioner of Highways of any permit for the sign; or  871 

3. Removal of the sign by the Commissioner or his designee of Highways. The 872 

Commissioner of Highways may collect the costs of the removal from the owner of the sign.  873 

B. Any person aggrieved by the action of the Commissioner of Highways in enforcing 874 

the provisions of subsection A may appeal the decision of the Commissioner of Highways in 875 

accordance with the Administrative Process Act (§ 2.2-4000 et seq.).  876 
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C. The Commissioner of Highways may remove signs without giving a corrective action 877 

notice as provided in subsection A (i) for any violation of subdivision 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10 of § 878 

33.1-369 (3), (7), (8), (9), (10), or (11), 33.2-XXX or of § 33.1-372, 33.2-XXX or (ii) if the 879 

Commissioner of Highways determines that the sign poses a risk to highway safety.  880 

D. The Commissioner or his designee of Highways may recover all civil penalties 881 

authorized in subsection A in any manner permitted by law, including (i) the placement of a tax 882 

lien on the owner's real property upon which the sign is located and (ii) the use of the Setoff 883 

Debt Collection Act (§ 58.1-520 et seq.).  884 

E. All civil penalties collected under this section shall be paid into the Highway 885 

Maintenance and Operating Fund.  886 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 887 

§ 33.1-378 33.2-XXX. Construction of article.  888 

This article shall be liberally construed with a view to the effective accomplishment of 889 

its purposes.  890 

Drafting note: No change. 891 

Article 2. 892 

False and Misleading Signs. 893 

Drafting note: An existing article on false and misleading signs is retained in 894 

proposed Chapter XX of Title 33.2. 895 

§ 33.1-379 33.2-XXX. Prohibition of such false and misleading signs.  896 

It shall be unlawful for any person to erect or maintain alongside, or in plain view of, 897 

any public highway any false or misleading sign of any kind or character purporting to furnish 898 

travel information relating to place or direction. It shall be unlawful for any person to erect or 899 

maintain alongside, or in plain view of, any public highway any sign of any kind or character 900 

purporting to furnish travel information relating to merchandise or services unless the design of 901 

such sign, the information thereon, and the location thereof, be approved in writing by the 902 
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Commissioner of Highways;, provided, however, that the provisions of this section as to 903 

merchandise and service shall not:  904 

(1) 1. Apply to or restrict the right of any person to post, display, erect, or maintain on 905 

any store, dwelling house, or other building, together with so much land therewith as shall be 906 

necessary for the convenience, use, and enjoyment thereof, or on any mercantile appliances, 907 

contrivances, or machinery annexed or immediately adjacent thereto, any sign advertising 908 

goods, merchandise, real or personal property, real or personal, business services, entertainment, 909 

or amusements actually and in good faith manufactured, produced, bought, sold, conducted, 910 

furnished, or dealt in on the premises;  911 

(2) 2. Limit or restrict the publication of official notices by or under the direction of any 912 

public or court officer in the performance of his official or directed duties;  913 

(3) 3. Limit or restrict notice of sale by a trustee under a deed of trust, deed of 914 

assignment, or other similar instrument; or  915 

(4) 4. Apply to or restrict the right of any property owner, or his agent, lessee, or tenant 916 

to maintain any sign offering to the public farm products, including livestock of every kind, or 917 

board or lodging or similar entertainment, or of the sale, rental, or lease of the property.  918 

Nothing in this section shall limit the right of any person, firm, or corporation to erect 919 

signs which that advertise natural scenic attractions in the Commonwealth.  920 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 921 

§ 33.1-380 33.2-XXX. Penalty for violation of preceding section; existing signs § 33.2-922 

XXX.  923 

Any person who shall violate violates any of the provisions of § 33.1-379 33.2-XXX 924 

shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished by subject to a fine not to exceed ten dollars $10 for 925 

each offense, and it shall be deemed a separate offense for the same person to erect, or permit to 926 

be erected, a similar sign at each of two or more places; provided, however, as to any such sign 927 

erected before June 19, 1936, if it be satisfactorily proven that the information thereon given is 928 
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correct, the person who erected the same, as well as the person who permitted the same to be 929 

erected, shall not be deemed guilty of such violation.  930 

Drafting note: Language regarding signs erected before June 19, 1936, is removed 931 

as obsolete. 932 

§ 33.1-381 33.2-XXX. Removal of such false or misleading signs by Commissioner of 933 

Highways.  934 

The Whenever the Commissioner of Highways, whenever he shall ascertain determines 935 

that any such a sign gives incorrect information in violation of this article, he shall notify the 936 

person who erected the same, such sign and the person on whose property it is located, in 937 

writing, to remove it forthwith immediately, and if it be is not removed within ten 10 days after 938 

receipt of such notice, the Commissioner of Highways shall remove and destroy the same such 939 

sign, or cause it to be removed and destroyed, without liability for damages therefor;, and, if any 940 

person convicted of erecting or maintaining any such sign, or of permitting the same to be 941 

erected or maintained, as hereinabove provided, in this article shall fail or refuse to remove the 942 

same such sign within ten 10 days after such judgment of conviction, the Commissioner of 943 

Highways shall remove and destroy such sign, or cause the same to be removed and destroyed, 944 

without liability for damages therefor.  945 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 946 

CHAPTER 8. 947 

ADJUSTMENT OF CLAIMS RESULTING FROM CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO PRIOR 948 

TO JULY 1, 1976, FOR CONSTRUCTION OF STATE HIGHWAYS. 949 

§§ 33.1-382. through 33.1-385.  950 

Drafting note: Repealed by Acts 2006, c. 81, cl. 1.  951 

# 952 
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CHAPTER XX. 1 

RAIL AND PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION. 2 

Drafting note: A new chapter on rail and public transportation is created within 3 

proposed Subtitle II. This chapter separates sections in existing Title 33.1 that relate to rail 4 

and public transportation but not directly to the responsibilities and duties of the 5 

Department of Rail and Public Transportation.  6 

Article 1. 7 

Rail Funds.  8 

Drafting note: The first proposed article gathers all sections related to funding for 9 

rail and public transportation. 10 

§ 33.1-221.1:1 33.2-XXX. Fund for construction of industrial access railroad tracks.  11 

A. The General Assembly declares it to be in the public interest that access railroad 12 

tracks and facilities be constructed to certain industrial commercial sites where rail freight 13 

service is or may be needed by new or substantially expanded industry and that financial 14 

assistance be provided to areas seeking to furnish rail freight trackage between the normal limits 15 

of existing or proposed common carrier railroad tracks and facilities and the actual site of 16 

existing or proposed commercial or industrial buildings or facilities. This section is enacted in 17 

furtherance of these purposes and is intended to be comparable to the fund for access roads to 18 

economic development sites, established pursuant to § 33.1-221 33.2-XXX.  19 

B. The funding for this program shall be set forth in the Appropriations Act 20 

appropriation act.  21 

C. The Director of the Department of Rail and Public Transportation shall administer 22 

and expend or commit, subject to the approval of the Commonwealth Transportation Board, 23 

such funds for constructing, reconstructing, or improving industrial access railroad tracks and 24 

related facilities. The Director of the Department of Rail and Public Transportation may consult 25 

with the Commissioner of Agriculture and Consumer Services and the Chief Executive Officer 26 

of the Virginia Economic Development Partnership, or their designated representatives, 27 
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concerning applications for funds. Funds shall be spent directly by the Director of the 28 

Department of Rail and Public Transportation or by reimbursement of the local entities, private 29 

or public.  30 

D. Funds may be used to construct, reconstruct, or improve part or all of the necessary 31 

tracks and related facilities on public or private property currently used or being developed, 32 

existent or prospective, for single industries or industrial subdivisions under firm contract or 33 

already constructed, including those subdivisions owned or promoted by railroad companies and 34 

others. Applications for funds must be approved by the local governing body.  35 

E. In deciding whether to construct any such access track, the Commonwealth 36 

Transportation Board shall consider the cost thereof in relation to prospective volume of rail 37 

traffic, capital investment, potential employment, and other economic and public benefits. The 38 

Commonwealth Transportation Board shall adopt procedures to encourage widespread use of 39 

the funds,; shall limit allocation of funds so that no county, city, or town receives more than 50 40 

percent of the funds in any one fiscal year unless there are not sufficient applications prior to 41 

May 1 of each year to use the available funds,; and shall consider the practices of the 42 

Department of Transportation in distributing funds for access roads to economic development 43 

sites under § 33.1-221 33.2-XXX.  44 

F. Tracks and facilities constructed with such funds shall be the property of the 45 

Commonwealth for the useful life of the project as determined by the Director of the 46 

Department of Rail and Public Transportation and shall be made available for use by all 47 

common carriers using the railway system to which they connect. The landowners or using 48 

businesses shall, prior to the commitment of funds by the Director of the Department of Rail and 49 

Public Transportation, be contractually committed to the perpetual maintenance of such tracks 50 

and facilities so constructed and to the payment of any costs related to the future relocation or 51 

removal of such tracks and facilities.  52 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 53 

§ 33.1-221.1:1.1 33.2-XXX. Rail Enhancement Fund.  54 
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A. The General Assembly declares it to be in the public interest that railway preservation 55 

and development of railway transportation facilities are an important element of a balanced 56 

transportation system of the Commonwealth for freight and passengers and further declares it to 57 

be in the public interest that the retention, maintenance, improvement, and development of 58 

freight and passenger railways are essential to the Commonwealth's continued economic 59 

growth, vitality, and competitiveness in national and world markets, and there.  60 

B. There is hereby created in the state treasury a special nonreverting fund to be known 61 

as the Rail Enhancement Fund, hereafter referred to as "the Fund," which shall be considered a 62 

special fund within the Transportation Trust Fund, hereafter referred to as "the Fund." B. The 63 

Fund shall be established on the books of the Comptroller, and shall consist of dedications 64 

pursuant to § 58.1-1741 and such funds from other sources as may be set forth in the 65 

appropriation act and shall be paid into the state treasury and credited to the Fund. Interest 66 

earned on moneys in the Fund shall remain in the Fund and be credited to it. Any moneys 67 

remaining in the Fund, including interest thereon, at the end of each fiscal year shall not revert 68 

to the general fund but shall remain in the Fund. Moneys in the Fund shall be used solely as 69 

provided in this section. Expenditures and disbursements from the Fund shall be made by the 70 

State Treasurer on warrants issued by the Comptroller upon written request signed by the 71 

Director of the Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation or the Director's 72 

designee.  73 

C. The Director of the Department of Rail and Public Transportation shall administer 74 

and expend or commit, subject to the approval of the Commonwealth Transportation Board, the 75 

Fund for acquiring, leasing, and/or or improving railways or railroad equipment, rolling stock, 76 

rights-of-way, or facilities, or assisting other appropriate entities to acquire, lease, or improve 77 

railways or railroad equipment, rolling stock, rights-of-way, or facilities, for freight and/or or 78 

passenger rail transportation purposes whenever the Board shall have has determined that such 79 

acquisition, lease, and/or or improvement is for the common good of a region of the 80 
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Commonwealth or the Commonwealth as a whole. Funds provided in this section may also be 81 

used as matching funds for federal grants to support passenger or freight rail projects.  82 

D. Projects undertaken pursuant to this section shall be limited to those the 83 

Commonwealth Transportation Board shall have has determined will result in public benefits to 84 

the Commonwealth or to a region of the Commonwealth or the Commonwealth as a whole that 85 

are equal to or greater than the investment of funds under this section. Such public benefits shall 86 

include, but not be limited to, the impact of the project on traffic congestion, and environmental 87 

quality, and, whenever possible, give due consideration to passenger rail capacity on corridors 88 

identified by the Commonwealth Transportation Board that have existing or proposed passenger 89 

rail service. Such projects shall include a minimum of 30 percent cash or in-kind matching 90 

contribution from a private source, which may include a railroad, a regional authority, or a local 91 

government source, or a combination of such sources.  92 

Drafting note: Technical changes are made, including removing the language "but 93 

not limited to" per the definition of "includes" in § 1-218. 94 

§ 33.1-221.1:1.2 33.2-XXX. Shortline Railway Preservation and Development Fund.  95 

A. For the purposes of this section: 96 

"Fund" means the Shortline Railway Preservation and Development Fund. 97 

"Railway transportation support facilities" means facilities required for the loading, 98 

transfer, or additional track capacity to facilitate the shipment of goods by rail other than as 99 

provided for in § 33.2-XXX or 33.2-XXX. 100 

"Shortline railway" means any Class II or Class III railroad as defined by the U.S. 101 

Surface Transportation Board. 102 

B. The General Assembly declares it to be in the public interest that shortline railway 103 

preservation and development of railway transportation support facilities are important elements 104 

of a balanced transportation system of the Commonwealth for freight and passengers, and 105 

further declares it to be in the public interest that the retention, maintenance, and improvement 106 

of the shortline railway and development of railway transportation support facilities are essential 107 
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to the Commonwealth's continued economic growth, vitality, and competitiveness in national 108 

and world markets, and there. 109 

C. There is hereby created in the state treasury a special nonreverting fund to be known 110 

as the Shortline Railway Preservation and Development Fund, hereinafter in this section 111 

referred to as "the Fund." A "shortline railway," for the purposes of this section, shall mean any 112 

Class II or Class III railroad as defined by the United States Surface Transportation Board. 113 

"Railway transportation support facilities," for the purposes of this section, shall mean facilities 114 

required for the loading, transfer, or additional track capacity to facilitate the shipment of goods 115 

by rail other than as provided for in § 33.1-221.1:1 or 33.1-221.1:1.1. B. The Fund shall be 116 

established on the books of the Comptroller and shall consist of such funds from such sources as 117 

shall be set forth in the general appropriation act and shall be paid into the state treasury and 118 

credited to the Fund. Interest earned on moneys in the Fund shall remain in the Fund and be 119 

credited to it. Any moneys remaining in the Fund, including interest thereon, at the end of each 120 

fiscal year shall not revert to the general fund but shall remain in the Fund. Moneys in the Fund 121 

shall be used solely as provided in this section. Expenditures and disbursements from the Fund 122 

shall be made by the State Treasurer on warrants issued by the Comptroller upon written request 123 

signed by the Director of the Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation or the 124 

Director's designee.  125 

C. D. To fulfill this purpose, there shall be funding set forth each year in the budget bill 126 

and appropriated by the General Assembly in the Rail Assistance Program of the Department of 127 

Rail and Public Transportation. These funds shall be used by the Department of Rail and Public 128 

Transportation to administer a Shortline Railway Preservation and Development Program for 129 

the purposes described in subsection A B. Furthermore, the Commonwealth Transportation 130 

Board shall include an annual allocation for such purpose in its allocation of transportation 131 

revenues.  132 

D. E. The Director of the Department of Rail and Public Transportation shall administer 133 

and expend or commit, subject to the approval of the Commonwealth Transportation Board, the 134 
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Fund for acquiring, leasing, and/or or improving shortline railways and the development of 135 

railway transportation support facilities or assisting other appropriate entities to acquire, lease, 136 

or improve shortline railways and the development of railway transportation purposes whenever 137 

the Board shall have has determined that such acquisition, lease, and/or or improvement is for 138 

the common good of a region of the Commonwealth or the Commonwealth as a whole. The 139 

Director of the Department of Rail and Public Transportation may consult with other agencies 140 

or their designated representatives concerning projects to be undertaken under this section.  141 

E. F. Tracks and facilities constructed, and property and equipment purchased, with 142 

funds under this section shall be the property of the Commonwealth for the useful life of the 143 

project, as determined by the Director of the Department of Rail and Public Transportation, and 144 

shall be made available for use by all common carriers using the railway system to which they 145 

connect under the trackage rights agreements between the parties. Projects undertaken pursuant 146 

to this section shall be limited to those of a region of the Commonwealth or the Commonwealth 147 

as a whole. Such projects shall include a minimum of 30% 30 percent cash or in-kind matching 148 

contribution from a private source, which may include a railroad, a regional authority, private 149 

industry, or a local government source, or a combination of such sources. No single project shall 150 

be allocated more than 50% 50 percent of total available funds.  151 

Drafting note: Technical changes are made, including moving definitions to the 152 

beginning of the section. 153 

§ 33.1-221.1:1.3 33.2-XXX. Intercity Passenger Rail Operating and Capital Fund.  154 

A. The General Assembly declares it to be in the public interest that developing and 155 

continuing intercity passenger rail operations and the development of rail infrastructure, rolling 156 

stock, and support facilities to support intercity passenger rail service are important elements of 157 

a balanced transportation system in the Commonwealth and further declares it to be in the public 158 

interest that the retention, maintenance, improvement, and development of intercity passenger 159 

rail-related infrastructure improvements and operations are essential to the Commonwealth's 160 

continued economic growth, vitality, and competitiveness in national and world markets.  161 
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B. (Contingent expiration date) There is hereby created in the state treasury a special 162 

nonreverting fund to be known as the Intercity Passenger Rail Operating and Capital Fund, 163 

hereafter referred to as "the Fund," which shall be considered a special fund within the 164 

Transportation Trust Fund. The Intercity Passenger Rail Operating and Capital Fund shall be 165 

established on the books of the Comptroller and shall consist of funds designated pursuant to 166 

subdivision A 2 of § 58.1-638.3 and as may be set forth in the appropriation act and by 167 

allocation of funds for operations and projects pursuant to this section by the Commonwealth 168 

Transportation Board in accordance with § 33.1-23.1 33.2-XXX. Interest earned on moneys in 169 

the Intercity Passenger Rail Operating and Capital Fund shall remain in the Intercity Passenger 170 

Rail Operating and Capital Fund and be credited to it. Any moneys remaining in the Intercity 171 

Passenger Rail Operating and Capital Fund, including interest thereon, at the end of each fiscal 172 

year shall not revert to the general fund but shall remain in the Intercity Passenger Rail 173 

Operating and Capital Fund. Moneys in the Intercity Passenger Rail Operating and Capital Fund 174 

shall be used solely as provided in this section. Expenditures and disbursements from the 175 

Intercity Passenger Rail Operating and Capital Fund shall be made by the State Treasurer on 176 

warrants issued by the Comptroller upon written request signed by the Director of the Virginia 177 

Department of Rail and Public Transportation or his designee.  178 

B. (Contingent effective date) There is hereby created in the state treasury a special 179 

nonreverting fund to be known as the Intercity Passenger Rail Operating and Capital Fund, 180 

hereafter referred to as "the Fund," which shall be considered a special fund within the 181 

Transportation Trust Fund. The Intercity Passenger Rail Operating and Capital Fund shall be 182 

established on the books of the Comptroller and shall consist of funds as may be set forth in the 183 

appropriation act and by allocation of funds for operations and projects pursuant to this section 184 

by the Commonwealth Transportation Board in accordance with § 33.1-23.1 33.2-XXX. Interest 185 

earned on moneys in the Intercity Passenger Rail Operating and Capital Fund shall remain in the 186 

Intercity Passenger Rail Operating and Capital Fund and be credited to it. Any moneys 187 

remaining in the Intercity Passenger Rail Operating and Capital Fund, including interest 188 
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thereon, at the end of each fiscal year shall not revert to the general fund but shall remain in the 189 

Intercity Passenger Rail Operating and Capital Fund. Moneys in the Intercity Passenger Rail 190 

Operating and Capital Fund shall be used solely as provided in this section. Expenditures and 191 

disbursements from the Intercity Passenger Rail Operating and Capital Fund shall be made by 192 

the State Treasurer on warrants issued by the Comptroller upon written request signed by the 193 

Director of the Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation or his designee.  194 

C. The Director of the Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation or his 195 

designee shall administer and expend or commit, subject to the approval of the Commonwealth 196 

Transportation Board, the Intercity Passenger Rail Operating and Capital Fund to support the 197 

cost of operating intercity passenger rail service; acquiring, leasing, and/or or improving 198 

railways or railroad equipment, rolling stock, rights-of-way, or facilities; or assisting other 199 

appropriate entities to acquire, lease, or improve railways or railroad equipment, rolling stock, 200 

rights-of-way, or facilities for intercity passenger rail transportation purposes whenever the 201 

Board shall have has determined that such acquisition, lease, and/or or improvement is for the 202 

common good of a region of the Commonwealth or the Commonwealth as a whole. Funds 203 

provided in this section may also be used as matching funds for federal grants to support 204 

intercity passenger rail projects.  205 

D. Capital projects including tracks and facilities constructed and property, equipment, 206 

and rolling stock purchased with funds under this section shall be the property of the 207 

Commonwealth for the useful life of the project, as determined by the Director of the 208 

Department of Rail and Public Transportation, and shall be made available for use by all 209 

intercity passenger rail operations and common carriers using the railway system to which they 210 

connect under the trackage rights or operating agreements between the parties. Projects 211 

undertaken pursuant to this section shall be limited to those of a region of the Commonwealth or 212 

the Commonwealth as a whole. Such projects undertaken pursuant to this section shall not 213 

require a matching contribution; however, projects proposed with matching funds may receive 214 
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more favorable consideration. Matching funds may be provided from any source except 215 

Commonwealth Transportation Fund revenues.  216 

Drafting note: Technical changes. This section was amended by Chapter 766 of the 217 

Acts of Assembly of 2013 and those changes are reflected in the existing language here.  218 

Article 2. 219 

Virginia-North Carolina Interstate High-Speed Rail Compact. 220 

Drafting note: This compact, which is currently published with other Title 33.1 221 

compacts in the Compacts volume, is given a section number in the Code of Virginia and 222 

placed in this proposed Article 2. 223 

§ 33.2-XXX. Virginia-North Carolina Interstate High-Speed Rail Compact. 224 

§ 1. Short title. 225 

This act shall be known and may be cited as the Virginia-North Carolina Interstate High-226 

Speed Rail Compact. 227 

§ 2. Compact established. 228 

Pursuant to the invitation in 49 U.S.C. § 24101 Interstate Compacts, in which the United 229 

States Congress grants consent to states with an interest in a specific form, route, or corridor of 230 

intercity passenger rail service (including high-speed rail service) to enter into interstate 231 

compacts, there is hereby established the Virginia-North Carolina Interstate High-Speed Rail 232 

Compact. 233 

§ 3. Agreement. 234 

The Commonwealth of Virginia and the State of North Carolina agree, upon adoption of 235 

this compact: 236 

1. To study, develop, and promote a plan for the design, construction, financing, and 237 

operation of interstate high-speed rail service through and between points in the Commonwealth 238 

of Virginia and the State of North Carolina and adjacent states; 239 

2. To coordinate efforts to establish high-speed rail service at the federal, state, and local 240 

governmental levels; 241 
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3. To advocate for federal funding to support the establishment of high-speed interstate 242 

rail service within and through Virginia and North Carolina and to receive federal funds made 243 

available for rail development; and 244 

4. To provide funding and resources to the Virginia-North Carolina High-Speed Rail 245 

Compact Commission from funds that are or may become available and are appropriated for 246 

that purpose. 247 

§ 4. Commission established; appointment and terms of members; chairman; reports; 248 

Commission funds; staff. 249 

The Virginia-North Carolina High-Speed Rail Compact Commission is hereby 250 

established as a regional instrumentality and a common agency of each signatory party, 251 

empowered in a manner hereinafter set forth to carry out the purposes of the Compact. 252 

The Virginia members of the Commission shall be appointed as follows: three members 253 

of the House of Delegates appointed by the Speaker of the House of Delegates, and two 254 

members of the Senate appointed by the Senate Committee on Rules. The North Carolina 255 

members of the Commission shall be composed of five members as follows: two members of 256 

the Senate appointed by the General Assembly upon recommendation of the President Pro 257 

Tempore of the Senate, two members of the House of Representatives appointed by the General 258 

Assembly upon recommendation of the Speaker of the House of Representatives, and one 259 

appointed by the Governor. 260 

The chairman of the Commission shall be chosen by the members of the Commission 261 

from among its membership for a term of one year, and shall alternate between the member 262 

states. 263 

The Commission shall meet at least twice each year, at least once in Virginia and once in 264 

North Carolina, and shall issue a report of its activities each year. 265 

The Commission may utilize, for its operation and expenses, funds appropriated to it 266 

therefor by the legislatures of Virginia and North Carolina or received from federal sources. 267 
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Virginia members of the Commission shall receive compensation and reimbursement for 268 

the necessary and actual expenses as provided in the general appropriations act; North Carolina 269 

members of the Commission shall receive per diem, subsistence and travel allowances in 270 

accordance with applicable statutes of North Carolina, as appropriate. 271 

Primary staff to the Commission shall be provided by the Virginia Department of Rail 272 

and Public Transportation and the North Carolina Department of Transportation. 273 

Drafting note: This compact, which is currently published with other Title 33.1 274 

compacts in the Compacts volume, is given a section number in the Code of Virginia. 275 

# 276 
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CHAPTER 22 XX. 1 

PUBLIC-PRIVATE TRANSPORTATION ACT OF 1995. 2 

Drafting note: Chapter 22 (§ 56-556 et seq.) of Title 56 is relocated to Title 33.2 3 

because it has a more logical nexus with Transportation. Throughout the chapter, the use 4 

of the term "and/or," a grammatical shortcut that often leads to confusion or ambiguity, 5 

has been amended in a list of more than two to reflect that any combination is permitted 6 

but has been retained when used with only two options, such as "development and/or 7 

operation." 8 

§ 56-556. Title.  9 

This chapter may be cited as the "Public-Private Transportation Act of 1995."  10 

Drafting note: This section is deleted as unnecessary because of the Code-wide 11 

application of § 1-244, which states that the caption of a subtitle, chapter, or article serves 12 

as a short title citation. 13 

§ 56-557 33.2-xxx. Definitions.  14 

As used in this chapter, unless the context requires a different meaning:  15 

"Affected jurisdiction locality or entity" means any county, city, or town in which all or 16 

a portion of a qualifying transportation facility is located and any other responsible public entity 17 

directly affected by the qualifying transportation facility.  18 

"Asset management" means a systematic process of operating and maintaining the state 19 

system of highways by combining engineering practices and analyses with sound business 20 

practices and economic theory to achieve cost-effective outcomes. 21 

"Commission" means the State Corporation Commission.  22 

"Comprehensive agreement" means the comprehensive agreement between the private 23 

entity and the responsible public entity required by § 56-566 of this chapter 33.2-xxx.  24 

"Concession" means any lease, license, franchise, easement, or other binding agreement 25 

transferring rights for the use or control, in whole or in part, of a qualifying transportation 26 

facility by a responsible public entity to a private entity for a definite term during which the 27 
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private entity will provide transportation-related services, including, but not limited to, 28 

operations and maintenance, revenue collection, toll-collection enforcement, design, 29 

construction, and other activities that enhance throughput, reduce congestion, or otherwise 30 

manage the facility, in return for the right to receive all or a portion of the revenues of the 31 

qualifying transportation facility.  32 

"Concession payment" means a payment from a private entity to a responsible public 33 

entity in connection with the development and/or operation of a qualifying transportation 34 

facility pursuant to a concession.  35 

"Develop" or "development" means to plan, design, develop, finance, lease, acquire, 36 

install, construct, or expand.  37 

"Interim agreement" means an agreement, including a memorandum of understanding or 38 

binding preliminary agreement, between the private entity and the responsible public entity that 39 

provides for completion of studies and any other activities to advance the development and/or 40 

operation of a qualifying transportation facility.  41 

"Maintenance" means that term as defined in § 33.1-23.02.  42 

"Material default" means any default by the private entity in the performance of its 43 

duties under subsection E of § 56-565 of this chapter 33.2-xxx that jeopardizes adequate service 44 

to the public from a qualifying transportation facility and remains unremedied after the 45 

responsible public entity has provided notice to the private entity and a reasonable cure period 46 

has elapsed.  47 

"Multimodal transportation facility" means a transportation facility consisting of 48 

multiple modes of transportation.  49 

"Operate" or "operation" means to finance, maintain, improve, equip, modify, repair, or 50 

operate.  51 

"Private entity" means any natural person, corporation, general partnership, limited 52 

liability company, limited partnership, joint venture, business trust, public benefit corporation, 53 

non-profit nonprofit entity, or other business entity.  54 
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"Public entity" means the Commonwealth and any agency or authority thereof,; any 55 

county, city, or town; and any other political subdivision of any of the foregoing, but shall does 56 

not include any public service company.  57 

"Qualifying transportation facility" means one or more transportation facilities 58 

developed and/or operated by a private entity pursuant to this chapter.  59 

"Responsible public entity" means a public entity, including local governments and 60 

regional authorities, that has the power to develop and/or operate the qualifying transportation 61 

facility.  62 

"Revenues" means all revenues, including, but not limited to, income,; earnings,; user 63 

fees,; lease payments,; allocations,; federal, state, regional, and local appropriations or the 64 

appropriations or other funds available to any political subdivision, authority, or instrumentality 65 

thereof,; bond proceeds,; equity investments, and/or; service payments; or any combination 66 

thereof arising out of or in connection with supporting the development and/or operation of a 67 

qualifying transportation facility, including without limitation, money received as grants or 68 

otherwise from the United States of America, from any public entity, or from any agency or 69 

instrumentality of the foregoing in aid of such facility.  70 

"Service contract" means a contract entered into between a public entity and the private 71 

entity pursuant to § 56-561 of this chapter 33.2-XXX.  72 

"Service payments" means payments to the private entity in connection with the 73 

development and/or operation of a qualifying transportation facility pursuant to a service 74 

contract.  75 

"State" means the Commonwealth of Virginia.  76 

"Transportation facility" means any road, bridge, tunnel, overpass, ferry, airport, mass 77 

transit facility, vehicle parking facility, port facility, or similar commercial facility used for the 78 

transportation of persons or goods, together with any buildings, structures, parking areas, 79 

appurtenances, and other property needed to operate such facility; however, "transportation 80 
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facility" does not include a commercial or retail use or enterprise not essential to the 81 

transportation of persons or goods shall not be a "transportation facility."  82 

"User fees" mean the rates, tolls, fees, or other charges imposed by the private entity for 83 

use of all or a portion of a qualifying transportation facility pursuant to the interim or 84 

comprehensive agreement.  85 

Drafting note: "Affected jurisdiction" is changed to "affected locality or entity" to 86 

comport with practice throughout this title. The reference to a locality means a county, 87 

city, or town and is the correct usage within transportation. The term "jurisdiction" is 88 

used to mean "authority over." The definitions for "asset management" and 89 

"maintenance" are stricken because they are defined for the title in proposed § 33.2-100. 90 

The definition of "state" is stricken according to the preferred use of the term "the 91 

Commonwealth." The phrases "but not limited to" and "without limitation" in the 92 

definitions of "concession" and "revenues" are removed based on § 1-218, which states: 93 

"'Includes' means includes, but not limited to." Other changes are technical or made to 94 

comport with current practice. 95 

§ 56-558 33.2-xxx. Policy.  96 

A. The General Assembly finds that:  97 

1. There is a public need for timely development and/or operation of transportation 98 

facilities within the Commonwealth that address the needs identified by the appropriate state, 99 

regional, or local transportation plan by improving safety, reducing congestion, increasing 100 

capacity, and/or enhancing economic efficiency, or any combination thereof and that such 101 

public need may not be wholly satisfied by existing methods of procurement in which 102 

qualifying transportation facilities are developed and/or operated;  103 

2. Such public need may not be wholly satisfied by existing ways in which transportation 104 

facilities are developed and/or operated; and  105 

3. Authorizing private entities to develop and/or operate one or more transportation 106 

facilities may result in the development and/or operation of such transportation facilities to the 107 
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public in a more timely, more efficient, or less costly fashion, thereby serving the public safety 108 

and welfare.  109 

B. An action, other than the approval of the responsible public entity under § 56-560 of 110 

this chapter 33.2-XXX, shall serve the public purpose of this chapter if such action, including 111 

undertaking a concession, facilitates the timely development and/or operation of a qualifying 112 

transportation facility.  113 

C. It is the intent of this chapter, among other things, to encourage investment in the 114 

Commonwealth by private entities that facilitates the development and/or operation of 115 

transportation facilities. Accordingly, public and private entities may have the greatest possible 116 

flexibility in contracting with each other for the provision of the public services which that are 117 

the subject of this chapter.  118 

D. This chapter shall be liberally construed in conformity with the purposes hereof.  119 

Drafting note: Technical changes are made. 120 

§ 56-559 33.2-xxx. Prerequisite for operation.  121 

A. Any private entity seeking authorization under this chapter to develop and/or operate 122 

a transportation facility shall first obtain approval of the responsible public entity under § 56-123 

560 33.2-xxx. Such private entity may initiate the approval process by requesting approval 124 

pursuant to subsection A of § 56-560 33.2-xxx or the responsible public entity may request 125 

proposals pursuant to subsection B of § 56-560 33.2-xxx.  126 

B. Any responsible public entity that is an agency or institution of the Commonwealth 127 

receiving a detailed proposal from a private entity for a qualifying transportation facility that is a 128 

port facility as defined in § 62.1-140 shall provide notice of the receipt of such proposal to the 129 

Public-Private Partnership Advisory Commission established in § 30-279.  130 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 131 

§ 56-560 33.2-xxx. Approval by the responsible public entity.  132 

A. The private entity may request approval by the responsible public entity. Any such 133 

request shall be accompanied by the following material and information unless waived by the 134 
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responsible public entity in its guidelines or other instructions given, in writing, to the private 135 

entity with respect to the transportation facility or facilities that the private entity proposes to 136 

develop and/or operate as a qualifying transportation facility:  137 

1. A topographic map (1:2,000 or other appropriate scale) indicating the location of the 138 

transportation facility or facilities;  139 

2. A description of the transportation facility or facilities, including the conceptual 140 

design of such facility or facilities and all proposed interconnections with other transportation 141 

facilities;  142 

3. The proposed date for development and/or operation of the transportation facility or 143 

facilities along with an estimate of the life-cycle cost of the transportation facility as proposed;  144 

4. A statement setting forth the method by which the private entity proposes to secure 145 

any property interests required for the transportation facility or facilities;  146 

5. Information relating to the current transportation plans, if any, of each affected 147 

jurisdiction locality or entity;  148 

6. A list of all permits and approvals required for developing and/or operating 149 

improvements to the transportation facility or facilities from local, state, or federal agencies and 150 

a projected schedule for obtaining such permits and approvals;  151 

7. A list of public utility facilities, if any, that will be crossed by the transportation 152 

facility or facilities and a statement of the plans of the private entity to accommodate such 153 

crossings;  154 

8. A statement setting forth the private entity's general plans for developing and/or 155 

operating the transportation facility or facilities, including identification of any revenue, public 156 

or private, or proposed debt or equity investment or concession proposed by the private entity;  157 

9. The names and addresses of the persons who may be contacted for further information 158 

concerning the request;  159 

10. Information on how the private entity's proposal will address the needs identified in 160 

the appropriate state, regional, or local transportation plan by improving safety, reducing 161 
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congestion, increasing capacity, and/or enhancing economic efficiency, or any combination 162 

thereof; and  163 

11. Such additional material and information as the responsible public entity may 164 

reasonably request pursuant to its guidelines or other written instructions.  165 

B. The responsible public entity may request proposals from private entities for the 166 

development and/or operation of transportation facilities. The responsible public entity shall not 167 

charge a fee to cover the costs of processing, reviewing, and evaluating proposals received in 168 

response to such requests.  169 

C. The responsible public entity may grant approval of the development and/or operation 170 

of the transportation facility or facilities as a qualifying transportation facility if the responsible 171 

public entity determines that it serves the public purpose of this chapter. The responsible public 172 

entity may determine that the development and/or operation of the transportation facility or 173 

facilities as a qualifying transportation facility serves such public purpose if:  174 

1. There is a public need for the transportation facility or facilities the private entity 175 

proposes to develop and/or operate as a qualifying transportation facility;  176 

2. The transportation facility or facilities and the proposed interconnections with existing 177 

transportation facilities, and the private entity's plans for development and/or operation of the 178 

qualifying transportation facility or facilities, are, in the opinion of the responsible public entity, 179 

reasonable and will address the needs identified in the appropriate state, regional, or local 180 

transportation plan by improving safety, reducing congestion, increasing capacity, and/or 181 

enhancing economic efficiency, or any combination thereof;  182 

3. The estimated cost of developing and/or operating the transportation facility or 183 

facilities is reasonable in relation to similar facilities; and  184 

4. The private entity's plans will result in the timely development and/or operation of the 185 

transportation facility or facilities or their more efficient operation.  186 
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In evaluating any request, the responsible public entity may rely upon internal staff 187 

reports prepared by personnel familiar with the operation of similar facilities or the advice of 188 

outside advisors or consultants having relevant experience.  189 

D. The responsible public entity may charge a reasonable fee to cover the costs of 190 

processing, reviewing, and evaluating the request submitted by a private entity pursuant to 191 

subsection A, including without limitation, reasonable attorney's attorney fees and fees for 192 

financial and other necessary advisors or consultants. The responsible public entity shall also 193 

develop guidelines that establish the process for the acceptance and review of a proposal from a 194 

private entity pursuant to subsections A and B. Such guidelines shall establish a specific 195 

schedule for review of the proposal by the responsible public entity, a process for alteration of 196 

that schedule by the responsible public entity if it deems that changes are necessary because of 197 

the scope or complexity of proposals it receives, the process for receipt and review of competing 198 

proposals, and the type and amount of information that is necessary for adequate review of 199 

proposals in each stage of review. For qualifying transportation facilities that have approved or 200 

pending state and federal environmental clearances, have secured significant right of way, have 201 

previously allocated significant state or federal funding, or exhibit other circumstances that 202 

could reasonably reduce the amount of time to develop and/or operate the qualifying 203 

transportation facility in accordance with the purpose of this chapter, the guidelines shall 204 

provide for a prioritized documentation, review, and selection process.  205 

E. The approval of the responsible public entity shall be subject to the private entity's 206 

entering into an interim agreement or a comprehensive agreement with the responsible public 207 

entity. For any project with an estimated construction cost of over $50 million, the responsible 208 

public entity also shall require the private entity to pay the costs for an independent audit of any 209 

and all traffic and cost estimates associated with the private entity's proposal, as well as a review 210 

of all public costs and potential liabilities to which taxpayers could be exposed (including 211 

improvements to other transportation facilities that may be needed as a result of the proposal, 212 

failure by the private entity to reimburse the responsible public entity for services provided, and 213 
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potential risk and liability in the event the private entity defaults on the comprehensive 214 

agreement or on bonds issued for the project). This independent audit shall be conducted by an 215 

independent consultant selected by the responsible public entity, and all such information from 216 

such review shall be fully disclosed.  217 

F. In connection with its approval of the development and/or operation of the 218 

transportation facility or facilities as a qualifying transportation facility, the responsible public 219 

entity shall establish a date for the acquisition of or the beginning of construction of or 220 

improvements to the qualifying transportation facility. The responsible public entity may extend 221 

such date from time to time.  222 

G. The responsible public entity shall take appropriate action, as more specifically set 223 

forth in its guidelines, to protect confidential and proprietary information provided by the 224 

private entity pursuant to an agreement under subdivision 11 of § 2.2-3705.6.  225 

H. The responsible public entity may also apply for, execute, and/or endorse applications 226 

submitted by private entities to obtain federal credit assistance for qualifying projects developed 227 

and/or operated pursuant to this chapter.  228 

Drafting note: The term "jurisdiction" is changed to "locality" to comport with 229 

practice throughout this title. The reference to a locality means a county, city, or town and 230 

is the correct usage within transportation. The term "jurisdiction" is used to mean 231 

"authority over." Technical changes are made. 232 

§ 56-561 33.2-xxx. Service contracts.  233 

In addition to any authority otherwise conferred by law, any public entity may contract 234 

with a private entity for transportation services to be provided by a qualifying transportation 235 

facility in exchange for such service payments and other consideration as such public entity may 236 

deem appropriate.  237 

Drafting note: No change. 238 

§ 56-562. Repealed. 239 

Drafting note: Repealed by Acts 1995, c. 647. 240 
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§ 56-563 33.2-xxx. Affected jurisdictions localities or entities.  241 

A. Any private entity requesting approval from, or submitting a proposal to, a 242 

responsible public entity under § 56-560 33.2-xxx shall notify each affected jurisdiction locality 243 

or entity by furnishing a copy of its request or proposal to each affected jurisdiction locality or 244 

entity.  245 

B. Each affected jurisdiction locality or entity that is not a responsible public entity for 246 

the respective qualifying transportation facility shall, within 60 days after receiving a request for 247 

comments from the responsible public entity, submit in writing any comments it may have in 248 

writing on the proposed qualifying transportation facility to the responsible public entity and 249 

indicating indicate whether the facility will address the needs identified in the appropriate state, 250 

regional, or local transportation plan by improving safety, reducing congestion, increasing 251 

capacity, and/or enhancing economic efficiency, or any combination thereof.  252 

C. Any qualifying transportation facility, title or easement to which is held by the 253 

Commonwealth or an agency or authority therefor and the rights to develop or operate which 254 

have been granted to the private entity through a concession as defined in § 56-557 33.2-XXX, 255 

shall be subject to the provisions of Title 15.2 in the same manner as a facility of the 256 

Commonwealth, mutatis mutandis, except that such private entity shall comply with the 257 

provisions of subsections B and C of § 15.2-2202 as they relate to the affected jurisdiction's 258 

locality's or entity's comprehensive plan.  259 

Drafting note: The term "jurisdiction" is changed to "locality" to comport with 260 

practice throughout this title. The reference to a locality means a county, city, or town, and 261 

is the correct usage within transportation. The term "jurisdiction" is used to mean 262 

"authority over." Technical changes are made. 263 

§ 56-564 33.2-xxx. Dedication of public property.  264 

Any public entity may dedicate any property interest that it has for public use as a 265 

qualified transportation facility if it finds that so doing will serve the public purpose of this 266 

chapter. In connection with such dedication, a public entity may convey any property interest 267 
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that it has, subject to the conditions imposed by general law governing such conveyances, to the 268 

private entity, subject to the provisions of this chapter, for such consideration as such public 269 

entity may determine. The aforementioned consideration may include, without limitation, the 270 

agreement of the private entity to develop and/or operate the qualifying transportation facility. 271 

The property interests that the public entity may convey to the private entity in connection with 272 

a dedication under this section may include licenses, franchises, easements, concessions, or any 273 

other right or interest the public entity deems appropriate. Such property interest including, but 274 

not limited to, a leasehold interest in and/or rights to use real property constituting a qualifying 275 

transportation facility shall be considered property indirectly owned by a government if 276 

described in § 58.1-3606.1.  277 

Drafting note: The phrases "without limitation" and "but not limited to" are 278 

removed based on § 1-218, which states: "'Includes' means includes, but not limited to." 279 

Other technical changes are made. 280 

§ 56-565 33.2-xxx. Powers and duties of the private entity.  281 

A. The private entity shall have all power allowed by law generally to a private entity 282 

having the same form of organization as the private entity and shall have the power to develop 283 

and/or operate the qualifying transportation facility and impose user fees and/or enter into 284 

service contracts in connection with the use thereof. However, no tolls or user fees may be 285 

imposed by the private entity on any existing rural Interstate highway Interstate 81 without the 286 

prior approval of the General Assembly if the affected Interstate System component is Interstate 287 

Route 81.  288 

B. The private entity may own, lease, or acquire any other right to use or develop and/or 289 

operate the qualifying transportation facility.  290 

C. Subject to applicable permit requirements, the private entity shall have the authority 291 

to cross any canal or navigable watercourse so long as the crossing does not unreasonably 292 

interfere with then current navigation and use of the waterway.  293 

D. In operating the qualifying transportation facility, the private entity may:  294 
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1. Make classifications according to reasonable categories for assessment of user fees; 295 

and  296 

2. With the consent of the responsible public entity, make and enforce reasonable rules 297 

to the same extent that the responsible public entity may make and enforce rules with respect to 298 

a similar transportation facility.  299 

E. The private entity shall:  300 

1. Develop and/or operate the qualifying transportation facility in a manner that meets 301 

the standards of the responsible public entity for transportation facilities operated and 302 

maintained by such responsible public entity, all in accordance with the provisions of the 303 

interim agreement or the comprehensive agreement;  304 

2. Keep the qualifying transportation facility open for use by the members of the public 305 

in accordance with the terms and conditions of the interim or comprehensive agreement after its 306 

initial opening upon payment of the applicable user fees, and/or service payments;, provided 307 

that the qualifying transportation facility may be temporarily closed because of emergencies or, 308 

with the consent of the responsible public entity, to protect the safety of the public or for 309 

reasonable construction or maintenance procedures;  310 

3. Maintain, or provide by contract for the maintenance of, the qualifying transportation 311 

facility;  312 

4. Cooperate with the responsible public entity in establishing any interconnection with 313 

the qualifying transportation facility requested by the responsible public entity; and  314 

5. Comply with the provisions of the interim or comprehensive agreement and any 315 

service contract.  316 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 317 

§ 56-566 33.2-xxx. Comprehensive agreement.  318 

A. Prior to developing and/or operating the qualifying transportation facility, the private 319 

entity shall enter into a comprehensive agreement with the responsible public entity. The 320 

comprehensive agreement shall, as appropriate, provide for:  321 
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1. Delivery of performance and payment bonds in connection with the development 322 

and/or operation of the qualifying transportation facility, in the forms and amounts satisfactory 323 

to the responsible public entity;  324 

2. Review of plans for the development and/or operation of the qualifying transportation 325 

facility by the responsible public entity and approval by the responsible public entity if the plans 326 

conform to standards acceptable to the responsible public entity;  327 

3. Inspection of construction of or improvements to the qualifying transportation facility 328 

by the responsible public entity to ensure that they such construction or improvements conform 329 

to the standards acceptable to the responsible public entity;  330 

4. Maintenance of a policy or policies of public liability insurance (copies of which shall 331 

be filed with the responsible public entity accompanied by proofs of coverage) or self-insurance, 332 

each in form and amount satisfactory to the responsible public entity and reasonably sufficient 333 

to insure coverage of tort liability to the public and employees and to enable the continued 334 

operation of the qualifying transportation facility;  335 

5. Monitoring of the maintenance practices of the private entity by the responsible public 336 

entity and the taking of such actions as the responsible public entity finds appropriate to ensure 337 

that the qualifying transportation facility is properly maintained;  338 

6. Reimbursement to be paid to the responsible public entity for services provided by the 339 

responsible public entity;  340 

7. Filing of appropriate financial statements in a form acceptable to the responsible 341 

public entity on a periodic basis;  342 

8. Compensation to the private entity which that may include a reasonable development 343 

fee, a reasonable maximum rate of return on investment, and/or reimbursement of development 344 

expenses in the event of termination for convenience by the responsible public entity as agreed 345 

upon between the responsible public entity and the private entity;  346 

9. The date of termination of the private entity's authority and duties under this chapter 347 

and dedication to the appropriate public entity; and  348 
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10. Guaranteed cost and completion guarantees related to the development and/or 349 

operation of the qualified transportation facility and payment of damages for failure to meet the 350 

completion guarantee.  351 

B. The comprehensive agreement shall provide for such user fees as may be established 352 

from time to time by agreement of the parties. Any user fees shall be set at a level that takes into 353 

account any lease payments, service payments, and compensation to the private entity or as 354 

specified in the comprehensive agreement. A copy of any service contract shall be filed with the 355 

responsible public entity. A schedule of the current user fees shall be made available by the 356 

private entity to any member of the public on request. In negotiating user fees under this section, 357 

the parties shall establish fees that are the same for persons using the facility under like 358 

conditions except as required by agreement between the parties to preserve capacity and prevent 359 

congestion on the qualifying transportation facility. The execution of the comprehensive 360 

agreement or any amendment thereto shall constitute conclusive evidence that the user fees 361 

provided for therein comply with this chapter. User fees established in the comprehensive 362 

agreement as a source of revenues may be in addition to, or in lieu of, service payments.  363 

C. In the comprehensive agreement, the responsible public entity may agree to make 364 

grants or loans for the development and/or operation of the qualifying transportation facility 365 

from time to time from amounts received from the federal government or any agency or 366 

instrumentality thereof.  367 

D. The comprehensive agreement shall incorporate the duties of the private entity under 368 

this chapter and may contain such other terms and conditions that the responsible public entity 369 

determines serve the public purpose of this chapter. Without limitation, the comprehensive 370 

agreement may contain provisions under which the responsible public entity agrees to provide 371 

notice of default and cure rights for the benefit of the private entity and the persons specified 372 

therein as providing financing for the qualifying transportation facility. The comprehensive 373 

agreement may contain such other lawful terms and conditions to which the private entity and 374 

the responsible public entity mutually agree, including, without limitation, provisions regarding 375 
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unavoidable delays or provisions providing for a loan of public funds for the development 376 

and/or operation of one or more qualifying transportation facilities.  377 

E. The comprehensive agreement shall provide for the distribution of any earnings in 378 

excess of the maximum rate of return as negotiated in the comprehensive agreement. Without 379 

limitation, excess earnings may be distributed to the Commonwealth's Transportation Trust 380 

Fund, to the responsible public entity, or to the private entity for debt reduction or they may be 381 

shared with appropriate public entities. Any payments under a concession arrangement for 382 

which the Commonwealth is the responsible public entity shall be paid into the Transportation 383 

Trust Fund.  384 

F. Any changes in the terms of the comprehensive agreement, as may be agreed upon by 385 

the parties from time to time, shall be added to the comprehensive agreement by written 386 

amendment.  387 

G. Notwithstanding any contrary provision of this chapter, a responsible public entity 388 

may enter into a comprehensive agreement with multiple private entities if the responsible 389 

public entity determines in writing that it is in the public interest to do so.  390 

H. The comprehensive agreement may provide for the development and/or operation of 391 

phases or segments of the qualifying transportation facility.  392 

Drafting note: Changes made were to comport with current practice. 393 

§ 56-566.1 33.2-xxx. Interim agreement.  394 

A. Prior to or in connection with the negotiation of the comprehensive agreement, the 395 

responsible public entity may enter into an interim agreement with the private entity proposing 396 

the development and/or operation of the facility or facilities. Such interim agreement may (i) 397 

permit the private entity to commence activities for which it may be compensated relating to the 398 

proposed qualifying transportation facility, including project planning and development, 399 

advance right-of-way acquisition, design and engineering, environmental analysis and 400 

mitigation, survey, conducting transportation and revenue studies, and ascertaining the 401 

availability of financing for the proposed facility or facilities; (ii) establish the process and 402 
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timing of the negotiation of the comprehensive agreement; and (iii) contain any other provisions 403 

related to any aspect of the development and/or operation of a qualifying transportation facility 404 

that the parties may deem appropriate.  405 

B. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in any provision of this chapter to the 406 

contrary, a responsible public entity may enter in to an interim agreement with multiple private 407 

entities if the responsible public entity determines in writing that it is in the public interest to do 408 

so.  409 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 410 

§ 56-566.2 33.2-xxx. Multiple public entities.  411 

A. If a private entity submits a proposal pursuant to subsection A of § 56-560 33.2-xxx 412 

to develop and/or operate a qualifying transportation facility or a multimodal transportation 413 

facility that may require approval by more than one public entity, representatives of each of the 414 

affected public entities shall, prior to acceptance of such proposal, convene and determine which 415 

public entity shall serve as the coordinating responsible public entity. Such determination shall 416 

occur within 60 days of the receipt of a proposal by the respective public entities.  417 

B. If public entities request proposals from private entities for the development and/or 418 

operation of a qualifying transportation facility or a multimodal transportation facility pursuant 419 

to subsection B of § 56-560 33.2-xxx, the determination of which public entity shall serve as the 420 

coordinating responsible public entity shall be made prior to any request for proposals.  421 

C. Once a determination has been made in accordance with subsections subsection A or 422 

B, the coordinating responsible public entity and the private entity shall proceed in accordance 423 

with this chapter.  424 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 425 

§ 56-567 33.2-xxx. Federal, state, and local assistance.  426 

A. The responsible public entity may take any action to obtain federal, state, or local 427 

assistance for a qualifying transportation facility that serves the public purpose of this chapter 428 

and may enter into any contracts required to receive such federal assistance. If the responsible 429 
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public entity is a state agency, any funds received from the state or federal government or any 430 

agency or instrumentality thereof shall be subject to appropriation by the General Assembly. 431 

The responsible public entity may determine that it serves the public purpose of this chapter for 432 

all or any portion of the costs of a qualifying transportation facility to be paid, directly or 433 

indirectly, from the proceeds of a grant or loan made by the local, state or federal, state, or local 434 

government or any agency or instrumentality thereof.  435 

B. The responsible public entity may agree to make grants or loans for the development 436 

and/or operation of the qualifying transportation facility from time to time from amounts 437 

received from the federal, state, or local government, or any agency or instrumentality thereof.  438 

C. Nothing in this chapter or in an interim or comprehensive agreement entered into 439 

pursuant to this chapter shall be deemed to enlarge, diminish, or affect the authority, if any, 440 

otherwise possessed by the responsible public entity to take action that would impact the debt 441 

capacity of the Commonwealth or the affected jurisdictions localities or entities.  442 

Drafting note: The term "jurisdiction" is changed to "locality or entity" to 443 

comport with practice throughout this title. The reference to a locality means a county, 444 

city, or town, and is the correct usage within transportation. The term "jurisdiction" is 445 

used to mean "authority over." Other changes made were to comport with current 446 

practice of ordering entities from the largest to the smallest. 447 

§ 56-567.1 33.2-xxx. Financing.  448 

Any financing of a qualifying transportation facility may be in such amounts and upon 449 

such terms and conditions as may be determined by the parties to the interim or comprehensive 450 

agreement. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the private entity and the 451 

responsible public entity may propose to utilize any and all revenues that may be available to 452 

them and may, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law,: issue debt, equity, or other 453 

securities or obligations,; enter into leases, concessions, and grant and loan agreements,; access 454 

any designated transportation trust funds,; borrow or accept grants from any state infrastructure 455 
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bank; and secure any financing with a pledge of, security interest in, or lien on, any or all of its 456 

property, including all of its property interests in the qualifying transportation facility.  457 

Drafting note: Technical changes are made including reorganization through 458 

punctuation for clarity. 459 

§ 56-568 33.2-xxx. Material default; remedies.  460 

A. Upon the occurrence and during the continuation of material default, the responsible 461 

public entity may exercise any or all of the following remedies:  462 

1. The responsible public entity may elect to take over the a qualifying transportation 463 

facility or facilities and in such case it shall succeed to all of the right, title, and interest in such 464 

transportation facility or facilities, subject to any liens on revenues previously granted by the 465 

private entity to any person providing financing therefor.  466 

2. The responsible public entity may terminate the interim or comprehensive agreement 467 

and exercise any other rights and remedies which that may be available to it at law or in equity.  468 

3. The responsible public entity may make or cause to be made any appropriate claims 469 

under the performance and/or payment bonds required by § 56-566 33.2-xxx.  470 

B. In the event the responsible public entity elects to take over a qualifying 471 

transportation facility pursuant to subsection A, the responsible public entity may develop 472 

and/or operate the qualifying transportation facility, impose user fees for the use thereof, and 473 

comply with any service contracts as if it were the private entity. Any revenues that are subject 474 

to a lien shall be collected for the benefit of, and paid to, secured parties, as their interests may 475 

appear, to the extent necessary to satisfy the private entity's obligations to secured parties, 476 

including the maintenance of reserves, and such liens shall be correspondingly reduced and, 477 

when paid off, released. Before any payments to, or for the benefit of, secured parties, the 478 

responsible public entity may use revenues to pay current operation and maintenance costs of 479 

the qualifying transportation facility or facilities, including compensation to the responsible 480 

public entity for its services in operating and maintaining the qualifying transportation facility. 481 

Remaining revenues, if any, after all payments for operation and maintenance of the 482 
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transportation facility or facilities, and to, or for the benefit of, secured parties, have been made, 483 

shall be paid to the private entity, subject to the negotiated maximum rate of return. The right to 484 

receive such payment, if any, shall be considered just compensation for the transportation 485 

facility or facilities. The full faith and credit of the responsible public entity shall not be pledged 486 

to secure any financing of the private entity by the election to take over the qualifying 487 

transportation facility. Assumption of operation of the qualifying transportation facility shall not 488 

obligate the responsible public entity to pay any obligation of the private entity from sources 489 

other than revenues.  490 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 491 

§ 56-569 33.2-xxx. Condemnation.  492 

A. At the request of the private entity, the responsible public entity may exercise any 493 

power of condemnation that it has under law for the purpose of acquiring any lands or estates or 494 

interests therein to the extent that the responsible public entity finds that such action serves the 495 

public purpose of this chapter. Any amounts to be paid in any such condemnation proceeding 496 

shall be paid by the private entity.  497 

B. Except as provided in subsection A, until the Commission, after notice to the private 498 

entity and the secured parties, as may appear in the private entity's records, and an opportunity 499 

for hearing, has entered a final declaratory judgment that a material default has occurred and is 500 

continuing, the power of condemnation may not be exercised against a qualifying transportation 501 

facility.  502 

C. After the entry of such final order by the Commission, any responsible public entity 503 

having the power of condemnation under state law may exercise such power of condemnation, 504 

in lieu of, or at any time after taking over the transportation facility pursuant to subdivision A 1 505 

of § 56-568 33.2-xxx, to acquire the qualifying transportation facility or facilities. Nothing in 506 

this chapter shall be construed to limit the exercise of the power of condemnation by any 507 

responsible public entity against a qualifying transportation facility after the entry by the 508 

Commission of a final declaratory judgment order pursuant to subsection B. Any person that has 509 
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provided financing for the qualifying transportation facility and the private entity, to the extent 510 

of its capital investment, may participate in the condemnation proceedings with the standing of a 511 

property owner.  512 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 513 

§ 56-570 33.2-xxx. Utility crossings.  514 

The private entity and each public service company, public utility, railroad, and cable 515 

television provider, whose facilities are to be crossed or affected shall cooperate fully with the 516 

other in planning and arranging the manner of the crossing or relocation of the facilities. Any 517 

such entity possessing the power of condemnation is hereby expressly granted such powers in 518 

connection with the moving or relocation of facilities to be crossed by the qualifying 519 

transportation facility or that must be relocated to the extent that such moving or relocation is 520 

made necessary or desirable by construction of or improvements to the qualifying transportation 521 

facility, which shall be construed to include construction of or improvements to temporary 522 

facilities for the purpose of providing service during the period of construction or improvement. 523 

Should the private entity and any such public service company, public utility, railroad, and cable 524 

television provider not be able unable to agree upon a plan for the crossing or relocation, the 525 

Commission may determine the manner in which the crossing or relocation is to be 526 

accomplished and any damages due arising out of the crossing or relocation. The Commission 527 

may employ expert engineers who shall examine the location and plans for such crossing or 528 

relocation, hear any objections and consider modifications, and make a recommendation to the 529 

Commission. In such a case, the cost of the experts is to be borne by the private entity. Any 530 

amount to be paid for such crossing, construction, moving, or relocating relocation of facilities 531 

shall be paid for by the private entity or any other person contractually responsible therefor 532 

under the interim or comprehensive agreement or under any other contract, license, or permit. 533 

The Commission shall make a determination within 90 days of notification by the private entity 534 

that the qualifying transportation facility will cross utilities subject to the Commission's 535 

jurisdiction.  536 
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Drafting note: Technical changes. 537 

§ 56-571 33.2-xxx. Police powers; violations of law.  538 

A. All police officers of the Commonwealth and of each affected local jurisdiction, 539 

locality shall have the same powers and jurisdiction within the limits of such qualifying 540 

transportation facility as they have in their respective areas of jurisdiction, and such police 541 

officers shall have access to the qualifying transportation facility at any time for the purpose of 542 

exercising such powers and jurisdiction. This authority does not extend to the private offices, 543 

buildings, garages, and other improvements of the private entity to any greater degree than the 544 

police power extends to any other private buildings and improvements.  545 

B. To the extent the transportation facility is a road, bridge, tunnel, overpass, or similar 546 

transportation facility for motor vehicles, the traffic and motor vehicle laws of the 547 

Commonwealth or, if applicable, any local jurisdiction locality shall be the same as those 548 

applying to conduct on similar transportation facilities in the Commonwealth or such local 549 

jurisdiction locality. Punishment for offenses shall be as prescribed by law for conduct 550 

occurring on similar transportation facilities in the Commonwealth or such local jurisdiction 551 

locality.  552 

Drafting note: The term "jurisdiction" is changed to "locality" or "locality or 553 

entity" to comport with practice throughout this title. The reference to a locality means a 554 

county, city, or town, and is the correct usage within transportation. The term 555 

"jurisdiction" is used to mean "authority over." 556 

§ 56-572 33.2-xxx. Dedication of assets.  557 

The responsible public entity shall terminate the private entity's authority and duties 558 

under this chapter on the date set forth in the interim or comprehensive agreement. Upon 559 

termination, the authority and duties of the private entity under this chapter shall cease, and the 560 

qualifying transportation facility shall be dedicated to the responsible public entity or, if the 561 

qualifying transportation facility was initially dedicated by an affected jurisdiction locality or 562 

entity, to such affected local jurisdiction locality for public use.  563 
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Drafting note: The term "jurisdiction" is changed to "locality or entity" to 564 

comport with practice throughout this title. The reference to a locality means a county, 565 

city, or town, and is the correct usage within transportation. The term "jurisdiction" is 566 

used to mean "authority over." 567 

§ 56-573 33.2-xxx. Sovereign immunity.  568 

Nothing in this chapter shall be construed as or deemed a waiver of the sovereign 569 

immunity of the Commonwealth, any responsible public entity, or any affected local jurisdiction 570 

locality or any officer or employee thereof with respect to the participation in, or approval of all 571 

or any part of the qualifying transportation facility or its operation, including but not limited to 572 

interconnection of the qualifying transportation facility with any other transportation facility. 573 

Counties, cities, and towns Localities in which a qualifying transportation facility is located 574 

shall possess sovereign immunity with respect to its construction and operation.  575 

Drafting note: The term "jurisdiction" is changed to "locality" to comport with 576 

practice throughout this title. The reference to a locality means a county, city, or town, and 577 

is the correct usage within transportation. The term "jurisdiction" is used to mean 578 

"authority over." 579 

§ 56-573.1. (Effective until July 1, 2014) Procurement.  580 

The Virginia Public Procurement Act (§ 2.2-4300 et seq.) shall not apply to this chapter; 581 

however, a responsible public entity may enter into an interim or a comprehensive agreement 582 

only in accordance with guidelines adopted by it as follows:  583 

1. A responsible public entity may enter into an interim or a comprehensive agreement in 584 

accordance with guidelines adopted by it that are consistent with procurement through 585 

"competitive sealed bidding" as defined in § 2.2-4301 and subsection B of § 2.2-4310.  586 

2. A responsible public entity may enter into an interim or a comprehensive agreement in 587 

accordance with guidelines adopted by it that are consistent with the procurement of "other than 588 

professional services" through competitive negotiation as defined in § 2.2-4301 and subsection 589 

B of § 2.2-4310. Such responsible public entity shall not be required to select the proposal with 590 
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the lowest price offer, but may consider price as one factor in evaluating the proposals received. 591 

Other factors that may be considered include (i) the proposed cost of the qualifying 592 

transportation facility; (ii) the general reputation, qualifications, industry experience, and 593 

financial capacity of the private entity; (iii) the proposed design, operation, and feasibility of the 594 

qualifying transportation facility; (iv) the eligibility of the facility for priority selection, review, 595 

and documentation timelines under the responsible public entity's guidelines; (v) local citizen 596 

and public entity comments; (vi) benefits to the public; (vii) the private entity's compliance with 597 

a minority business enterprise participation plan or good faith effort to comply with the goals of 598 

such plan; (viii) the private entity's plans to employ local contractors and residents; (ix) the 599 

safety record of the private entity; (x) the ability of the facility to address the needs identified in 600 

the appropriate state, regional or local transportation plan by improving safety, reducing 601 

congestion, increasing capacity, and/or enhancing economic efficiency, or any combination 602 

thereof; and (xi) other criteria that the responsible public entity deems appropriate.  603 

A responsible public entity shall proceed in accordance with the guidelines adopted by it 604 

pursuant to subdivision 1 unless it determines that proceeding in accordance with the guidelines 605 

adopted by it pursuant to this subdivision is likely to be advantageous to the responsible public 606 

entity and the public, based on (i) the probable scope, complexity, or urgency of a project; (ii) 607 

risk sharing including guaranteed cost or completion guarantees, added value, or debt or equity 608 

investments proposed by the private entity; or (iii) an increase in funding, dedicated revenue 609 

source or other economic benefit that would not otherwise be available. When the responsible 610 

public entity determines to proceed according to the guidelines adopted by it pursuant to this 611 

subdivision, it shall state the reasons for its determination in writing. If a state agency is the 612 

responsible public entity, the approval of the Secretary of Transportation shall be required as 613 

more specifically set forth in the guidelines before the comprehensive agreement is signed.  614 

3. Interim or comprehensive agreements for maintenance or asset management services 615 

for a transportation facility that is a highway, bridge, tunnel, or overpass, and any amendment or 616 

change order thereto that increases the highway lane-miles receiving services under such an 617 
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agreement, shall be procured in accordance with guidelines that are consistent with procurement 618 

through "competitive sealed bidding" as defined in § 2.2-4301 and subsection B of § 2.2-4310. 619 

Furthermore, such contracts shall be of a size and scope to encourage maximum competition 620 

and participation by agency prequalified contractors and otherwise qualified contractors.  621 

4. The provisions of subdivision 3 shall not apply to maintenance or asset management 622 

services agreed to as part of the initial provisions of any interim or comprehensive agreement 623 

entered into for the original construction, reconstruction, or improvement of any highway 624 

pursuant to Chapter 22 (§ 56-556 et seq.) of Title 56 and shall not apply to any concession that, 625 

at a minimum, provides for (i) the construction, reconstruction, or improvement of any 626 

transportation facility or (ii) the operation and maintenance of any transportation facility with 627 

existing toll facilities.  628 

5. Nothing in this section shall require that professional services be procured by any 629 

method other than competitive negotiation in accordance with the Virginia Public Procurement 630 

Act (§ 2.2-4300 et seq.).  631 

§ 56-573.1 33.2-xxx. (Effective July 1, 2014) Procurement.  632 

The Virginia Public Procurement Act (§ 2.2-4300 et seq.) shall not apply to this chapter; 633 

however, a responsible public entity may enter into an interim or a comprehensive agreement 634 

only in accordance with guidelines adopted by it as follows:  635 

1. A responsible public entity may enter into an interim or a comprehensive agreement in 636 

accordance with guidelines adopted by it that are consistent with procurement through 637 

"competitive sealed bidding" as set forth in § 2.2-4302.1 and subsection B of § 2.2-4310.  638 

2. A responsible public entity may enter into an interim or a comprehensive agreement in 639 

accordance with guidelines adopted by it that are consistent with the procurement of "other than 640 

professional services" through competitive negotiation as set forth in § 2.2-4302.2 and 641 

subsection B of § 2.2-4310. Such responsible public entity shall not be required to select the 642 

proposal with the lowest price offer, but may consider price as one factor in evaluating the 643 

proposals received. Other factors that may be considered include (i) the proposed cost of the 644 
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qualifying transportation facility; (ii) the general reputation, qualifications, industry experience, 645 

and financial capacity of the private entity; (iii) the proposed design, operation, and feasibility 646 

of the qualifying transportation facility; (iv) the eligibility of the facility for priority selection, 647 

review, and documentation timelines under the responsible public entity's guidelines; (v) local 648 

citizen and public entity comments; (vi) benefits to the public; (vii) the private entity's 649 

compliance with a minority business enterprise participation plan or good faith effort to comply 650 

with the goals of such plan; (viii) the private entity's plans to employ local contractors and 651 

residents; (ix) the safety record of the private entity; (x) the ability of the facility to address the 652 

needs identified in the appropriate state, regional or local transportation plan by improving 653 

safety, reducing congestion, increasing capacity, and/or enhancing economic efficiency, or any 654 

combination thereof; and (xi) other criteria that the responsible public entity deems appropriate.  655 

A responsible public entity shall proceed in accordance with the guidelines adopted by it 656 

pursuant to subdivision 1 unless it determines that proceeding in accordance with the guidelines 657 

adopted by it pursuant to this subdivision is likely to be advantageous to the responsible public 658 

entity and the public, based on (i) (a) the probable scope, complexity, or urgency of a project; 659 

(ii) (b) risk sharing including guaranteed cost or completion guarantees, added value, or debt or 660 

equity investments proposed by the private entity; or (iii) (c) an increase in funding, dedicated 661 

revenue source or other economic benefit that would not otherwise be available. When the 662 

responsible public entity determines to proceed according to the guidelines adopted by it 663 

pursuant to this subdivision, it shall state the reasons for its determination in writing. If a state 664 

agency is the responsible public entity, the approval of the Secretary of Transportation shall be 665 

required as more specifically set forth in the guidelines before the comprehensive agreement is 666 

signed.  667 

3. Interim or comprehensive agreements for maintenance or asset management services 668 

for a transportation facility that is a highway, bridge, tunnel, or overpass, and any amendment or 669 

change order thereto that increases the highway lane-miles receiving services under such an 670 

agreement, shall be procured in accordance with guidelines that are consistent with procurement 671 
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through "competitive sealed bidding" as set forth in § 2.2-4302.1 and subsection B of § 2.2-672 

4310. Furthermore, such contracts shall be of a size and scope to encourage maximum 673 

competition and participation by agency prequalified contractors and otherwise qualified 674 

contractors.  675 

4. The provisions of subdivision 3 shall not apply to maintenance or asset management 676 

services agreed to as part of the initial provisions of any interim or comprehensive agreement 677 

entered into for the original construction, reconstruction, or improvement of any highway 678 

pursuant to Chapter 22 (§ 56-556 et seq.) of Title 56 this chapter and shall not apply to any 679 

concession that, at a minimum, provides for (i) the construction, reconstruction, or improvement 680 

of any transportation facility or (ii) the operation and maintenance of any transportation facility 681 

with existing toll facilities.  682 

5. Nothing in this section shall require that professional services be procured by any 683 

method other than competitive negotiation in accordance with the Virginia Public Procurement 684 

Act (§ 2.2-4300 et seq.).  685 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 686 

§ 56-573.1:1. Posting of conceptual proposals; public comment; public access to 687 

procurement records.  688 

A. Conceptual proposals submitted in accordance with subsection A or B of § 56-560 689 

33.2-xxx to a responsible public entity shall be posted by the responsible public entity within 10 690 

working days after acceptance of such proposals as follows:  691 

1. For responsible public entities that are state agencies, authorities, departments, 692 

institutions, and other units of state government, posting shall be on the Department of General 693 

Services' central electronic procurement website. For proposals submitted pursuant to subsection 694 

A of § 56-560, the notice posted shall (i) provide for a period of 120 days for the submission of 695 

competing proposals; (ii) include specific information regarding the proposed nature, timing, 696 

and scope of the qualifying transportation facility; and (iii) outline the opportunities that will be 697 

provided for public comment during the review process; and  698 
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2. For responsible public entities that are local public bodies, posting shall be on the 699 

responsible public entity's website or on the Department of General Services' central electronic 700 

procurement website. In addition, such public bodies may publish in a newspaper of general 701 

circulation in the area in which the contract is to be performed a summary of the proposals and 702 

the location where copies of the proposals are available for public inspection. Such local public 703 

bodies are encouraged to utilize the Department of General Services' central electronic 704 

procurement website to provide the public with centralized visibility and access to the 705 

Commonwealth's procurement opportunities.  706 

In addition to the posting requirements, at least one copy of the proposals shall be made 707 

available for public inspection. Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit the posting 708 

of the conceptual proposals by additional means deemed appropriate by the responsible public 709 

entity so as to provide maximum notice to the public of the opportunity to inspect the proposals. 710 

Trade secrets, financial records, or other records of the private entity excluded from disclosure 711 

under the provisions of subdivision 11 of § 2.2-3705.6 shall not be required to be posted, except 712 

as otherwise agreed to by the responsible public entity and the private entity.  713 

B. In addition to the posting requirements of subsection A, for 30 days prior to entering 714 

into an interim or comprehensive agreement, a responsible public entity shall provide an 715 

opportunity for public comment on the proposals. The public comment period required by this 716 

subsection may include a public hearing in the sole discretion of the responsible public entity. 717 

After the end of the public comment period, no additional posting shall be required.  718 

C. Once the negotiation phase for the development of an interim or a comprehensive 719 

agreement is complete and a decision to award has been made by a responsible public entity, the 720 

responsible public entity shall (i) post the major business points of the interim or comprehensive 721 

agreement, including the projected use of any public funds, on the Department of General 722 

Services' central electronic procurement website; (ii) outline how the public can submit 723 

comments on those major business points; and (iii) present the major business points of the 724 
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interim or comprehensive agreement, including the use of any public funds, to its oversight 725 

board at a regularly scheduled meeting of the board that is open to the public.  726 

D. Once an interim agreement or a comprehensive agreement has been entered into, a 727 

responsible public entity shall make procurement records available for public inspection, in 728 

accordance with the Virginia Freedom of Information Act (§ 2.2-3700 et seq.). For the purposes 729 

of this subsection, procurement records shall not be interpreted to include (i) trade secrets of the 730 

private entity as defined in the Uniform Trade Secrets Act (§ 59.1-336 et seq.) or (ii) financial 731 

records, including balance sheets or financial statements of the private entity that are not 732 

generally available to the public through regulatory disclosure or otherwise.  733 

E. Cost estimates relating to a proposed procurement transaction prepared by or for a 734 

responsible public entity shall not be open to public inspection.  735 

F. Any inspection of procurement transaction records under this section shall be subject 736 

to reasonable restrictions to ensure the security and integrity of the records.  737 

G. The provisions of this section shall apply to accepted proposals regardless of whether 738 

the process of bargaining will result in an interim or a comprehensive agreement.  739 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 740 

§ 56-573.2 33.2-xxx. Jurisdiction.  741 

The Commission shall have exclusive jurisdiction to adjudicate all matters specifically 742 

committed to its jurisdiction by this chapter.  743 

Drafting note: No change. 744 

§ 56-573.3 33.2-xxx. Contributions and gifts; prohibition during approval process.  745 

A. No private entity that has submitted a bid or proposal to a public entity that is an 746 

executive branch agency directly responsible to the Governor and is seeking to develop or 747 

operate a transportation facility pursuant to this chapter, and no individual who is an officer or 748 

director of such private entity, shall knowingly provide a contribution, gift, or other item with a 749 

value greater than $50 or make an express or implied promise to make such a contribution or 750 

gift to the Governor, his political action committee, or the Governor's Secretaries, if the 751 
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Secretary is responsible to the Governor for an executive branch agency with jurisdiction over 752 

the matters at issue, following the submission of a proposal under this chapter until the 753 

execution of a comprehensive agreement thereunder. The provisions of this section shall apply 754 

only for any proposal or an interim or comprehensive agreement where the stated or expected 755 

value of the contract is $5 million or more.  756 

B. Any person who knowingly violates this section shall be subject to a civil penalty of 757 

$500 or up to two times the amount of the contribution or gift, whichever is greater. The 758 

attorney for the Commonwealth shall initiate civil proceedings to enforce the civil penalties. 759 

Any civil penalties collected shall be payable to the State Treasurer for deposit to the general 760 

fund.  761 

Drafting note: No change. 762 

§ 56-574 33.2-xxx. Preservation of the Virginia Highway Corporation Act of 1988.  763 

Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to repeal or change in any manner the Virginia 764 

Highway Corporation Act of 1988, as amended (§ 56-535 et seq.), as amended. Nothing in the 765 

Virginia Highway Corporation Act of 1988, as amended, shall apply to qualifying transportation 766 

facilities undertaken pursuant to the authority of this chapter.  767 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 768 

§ 56-575 33.2-xxx. Severability. 769 

If any provision of this chapter or the application thereof to any person or circumstances 770 

is held invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, such invalidity shall not affect other 771 

provisions or applications of this chapter that can be given effect without the invalid provision 772 

or application, and to this end the provisions of this chapter are declared to be severable. 773 

Not set out. (1994, c. 855.) 774 

Drafting note: This section is a severability clause and is therefore not set out. It 775 

was passed as § 56-572 in Chapter 855 of the Acts of Assembly of 1994. 776 

# 777 
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CHAPTER 48.2 XX. 1 

NORTHERN VIRGINIA TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY.  2 

Drafting note: Existing Chapter 48.2 (§ 15.2-4829 et seq.) of Title 15.2 is relocated 3 

here as Chapter __ of proposed Title 33.2 because it relates to local and regional 4 

transportation and this relocation places it with other sections related to transportation in 5 

Northern Virginia, such as the Northern Virginia Transportation District Program found 6 

in proposed Chapter __. 7 

§ 15.2-4829. Short title.  8 

This chapter shall be known and may be cited as the Northern Virginia Transportation 9 

Authority Act.  10 

Drafting note: This section is deleted as unnecessary because of the Code-wide 11 

application of § 1-244, which states that the caption of a subtitle, chapter, or article serves 12 

as a short title citation. 13 

§ 15.2-4830 33.2-XXX. Northern Virginia Transportation Authority created.  14 

There is hereby created a political subdivision of the Commonwealth known as the 15 

Northern Virginia Transportation Authority, hereinafter known for purposes of this chapter 16 

referred to as "the Authority."  17 

In addition to such other powers vested in the Authority by this chapter, the Authority 18 

shall have the following powers and functions:  19 

1. The Authority shall prepare a regional transportation plan for Planning District Eight, 20 

to include, but not necessarily be limited to, 8 that includes transportation improvements of 21 

regional significance, and those improvements necessary or incidental thereto, and shall from 22 

time to time revise and amend the plan. The provisions of Article 7__ (§ 15.2-4527 33.2-XXX 23 

et seq.) of Chapter 45 of this title __ shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to preparation of such 24 

transportation plan.  25 
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2. The Authority may, when a transportation plan is adopted according to subdivision 1, 26 

construct or acquire, by purchase, lease, contract, or otherwise, the transportation facilities 27 

specified in such transportation plan.  28 

3. The Authority may enter into agreements or leases with public or private entities for 29 

the operation of its facilities, or may operate such facilities itself.  30 

4. The Authority may enter into contracts or agreements with the counties and cities 31 

embraced by the Authority, with other transportation commissions of transportation districts 32 

adjoining any county or city embraced by the Authority, with any transportation authority, or 33 

with any federal, state, local, or private or federal entity to provide, or cause to be provided, 34 

transportation facilities and services to the area embraced by the Authority. Such contracts or 35 

agreements, together with any all agreements or leases for the operation of such facilities, may 36 

be used by the Authority to finance the construction and operation of transportation facilities 37 

and such contracts, agreements, or leases shall inure to the benefit of any creditor of the 38 

Authority.  39 

Notwithstanding the above, however subdivisions 1 through 4, the Authority shall not 40 

have the power to regulate services provided by taxicabs, either within municipalities or across 41 

municipal boundaries, which; such regulation is expressly reserved to the municipalities within 42 

which taxicabs operate.  43 

5. Notwithstanding any other provision of law to the contrary, the Authority may:  44 

a. Acquire land or any interest therein by purchase, lease, or gift and provide 45 

transportation facilities thereon for use in connection with any transportation service;  46 

b. Acquire land or any interest therein by purchase, lease, or gift in advance of the need 47 

for sale or contribution to an agency, for use by that agency in connection with an adopted 48 

transportation plan; and  49 

c. Prepare a plan for mass transportation services with persons, cities, counties counties, 50 

cities, agencies, authorities, or transportation commissions and may further contract with any 51 
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such person or other entity to provide necessary facilities, equipment, operations and 52 

maintenance, access, and insurance pursuant to such plan.  53 

Drafting note: Technical changes.  54 

§ 15.2-4831 33.2-XXX. Counties and cities embraced by the Authority.  55 

The Authority shall embrace the Counties of Arlington, Fairfax, Loudoun, and Prince 56 

William, and the Cities of Alexandria, Fairfax, Falls Church, Manassas, and Manassas Park.  57 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 58 

§ 15.2-4832 33.2-XXX. Composition of Authority; membership; terms.  59 

The Authority shall consist of 17 members as follows:  60 

1. The chief elected officer of the governing body of each county and city embraced by 61 

the Authority or, in the discretion of the chief elected officer, his designee, who shall be a 62 

current elected officer of such governing body;  63 

2. Two members of the House of Delegates who reside in different counties or cities 64 

embraced by the Authority, appointed by the Speaker of the House, and to the extent 65 

practicable, from the membership of the House Committee on Appropriations, the House 66 

Committee on Finance, or the House Committee on Transportation;  67 

3. One member of the Senate who resides in a county or city embraced by the Authority, 68 

appointed by the Senate Committee on Rules, and to the extent practicable, from the 69 

membership of the Senate Committee on Finance and the Senate Committee on Transportation; 70 

and  71 

4. Two citizens nonlegislative citizen members who reside in different counties and or 72 

cities embraced by the Authority, appointed by the Governor. One such gubernatorial 73 

appointment shall include be a member of the Commonwealth Transportation Board who 74 

resides in a county or city embraced by the Authority. The remaining gubernatorial appointment 75 

and one shall be a person who has significant experience in transportation planning, finance, 76 

engineering, construction, or management; and shall be a resident of a county or city embraced 77 
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by the Authority, but shall not be a resident of the same county or city as the other gubernatorial 78 

appointee to the Authority.  79 

Legislative members shall serve terms coincident with their terms of office. The 80 

gubernatorial appointee who is not a member of the Commonwealth Transportation Board shall 81 

serve for a term of four years. Vacancies occurring other than by expiration of a term shall be 82 

filled for the unexpired term. Vacancies shall be filled in the same manner as the original 83 

appointments.  84 

In addition, the 5. The following three persons who shall serve as nonvoting ex officio 85 

members of the Authority: the Director of the Virginia Department of Rail and Public 86 

Transportation, or his designee; the Commissioner of Highways, or his designee; and the chief 87 

elected officer of one town in a county which embraced by the Authority embraces to be chosen 88 

by the Authority.  89 

All members of the Authority shall serve terms coincident with their terms of office, 90 

except the gubernatorial appointee who is not a member of the Board shall serve for a term of 91 

four years. A vacancy occurring other than by expiration of a term shall be filled for the 92 

unexpired term. Vacancies shall be filled in the same manner as the original appointments.  93 

The Authority shall appoint the a chairman and vice-chairman from among its members.  94 

Drafting note: Technical changes are made to conform language to current 95 

appointment language used in the Code and to specify that the chief elected officers of the 96 

localities in the Authority and other nonlegislative ex officio members are also serving 97 

terms coincident with their terms of office. 98 

§ 15.2-4833 33.2-XXX. Staff.  99 

The Authority shall employ a chief executive officer and such staff as it shall determine 100 

to be necessary to carry out its duties and responsibilities under this chapter. No such person 101 

shall contemporaneously serve as a member of the Authority. The Virginia Department of 102 

Transportation and the Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation shall make their 103 

employees available to assist the Authority, upon request.  104 
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Drafting note: Technical changes. 105 

§ 15.2-4834 33.2-XXX. Decisions of Authority.  106 

A majority of the Authority, which majority shall include at least a majority of the 107 

representatives of the counties and cities embraced by the Authority, shall constitute a quorum. 108 

Decisions of the Authority shall require a quorum and shall be in accordance with voting 109 

procedures established by the Authority. In all cases, decisions of the Authority shall require the 110 

affirmative vote of two-thirds of the members of the Authority present and voting, and two-111 

thirds of the representatives of the counties and cities embraced by the Authority who are 112 

present and voting and whose counties and cities include at least two-thirds of the population 113 

embraced by the Authority; however, no motion to fund a specific facility or service shall fail 114 

because of this population criterion if such facility or service is not located or to be located or 115 

provided or to be provided within the county or city whose representative's sole negative vote 116 

caused the facility or service to fail to meet the population criterion. The population of counties 117 

and cities embraced by the Authority shall be the population as determined by the most recently 118 

preceding decennial census, except that on July 1 of the fifth year following such census, the 119 

population of each county and city shall be adjusted, based on population projections made by 120 

the Weldon Cooper Center for Public Service of the University of Virginia.  121 

Drafting note: No changes.  122 

§ 15.2-4835 33.2-XXX. Allocation of certain Authority expenses among component 123 

counties and cities.  124 

The administrative expenses of the Authority, as provided in an annual budget adopted 125 

by the Authority, to the extent funds for such expenses are not provided from other sources, 126 

shall be allocated among the component counties and cities on the basis of the relative 127 

population, as determined pursuant to § 15.2-4834 33.2-XXX. Such budget shall be limited 128 

solely to the administrative expenses of the Authority and shall not include any funds for 129 

construction or acquisition of transportation facilities and/or or for the performing performance 130 

of any transportation service.  131 
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Drafting note: Technical changes. 132 

§ 15.2-4836 33.2-XXX. Payment to members of Authority.  133 

The members of the Authority may be paid for their services compensation in either (i) 134 

the amount provided in the general appropriations appropriation act for members of the General 135 

Assembly engaged in legislative business between sessions or (ii) a lesser amount as determined 136 

by the Authority. Members may be reimbursed for all reasonable and necessary expenses 137 

provided in §§ 2.2-2813 and 2.2-2825, if approved by the Authority. Funding for the costs of 138 

compensation and expenses of the members shall be provided by the Authority.  139 

Drafting note: Technical change.  140 

§ 15.2-4837 33.2-XXX. Formation of advisory committees.  141 

A. The Authority shall have a technical advisory committee, consisting of nine 142 

individuals who reside or are employed in counties and cities embraced by the Authority and 143 

have experience in transportation planning, finance, engineering, construction, or management. 144 

Six members shall be appointed by local jurisdictions counties and cities embraced by the 145 

Authority and three members shall be appointed by the chairman Chairman of the 146 

Commonwealth Transportation Board. The technical advisory committee shall advise and 147 

provide recommendations on the development of projects as required by § 15.2-4838 33.2-XXX 148 

and funding strategies and other matters as directed by the Authority.  149 

B. The Authority also shall have a planning coordination advisory committee, which that 150 

shall include, but not be limited to, at least one elected official from each town that is located in 151 

any county embraced by the Authority and receives street maintenance payments under § 33.1-152 

41.1 33.2-XXX.  153 

C. The Authority may, in its discretion, form additional advisory committees.  154 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 155 

§ 15.2-4838 33.2-XXX. Responsibilities of Authority for long-range transportation 156 

planning.  157 
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A. The Authority shall be responsible for long-range transportation planning for regional 158 

transportation projects in Northern Virginia. In carrying out this responsibility, the Authority 159 

shall, on the basis of a regional consensus, whenever possible, set regional transportation 160 

policies and priorities for regional transportation projects. The policies and priorities shall be 161 

guided by performance-based criteria such as the ability to improve travel times, reduce delays, 162 

connect regional activity centers, improve safety, improve air quality, and move the most people 163 

in the most cost-effective manner.  164 

B. The Authority shall report annually on the (i) the allocation and expenditure of all 165 

moneys deposited to the Special Fund Account of the Northern Virginia Transportation 166 

Authority pursuant to subsection D of § 58.1-604.5; (ii) use of these moneys to reduce traffic 167 

congestion in the counties and cities described in subsections A and B of § 58.1-604.5 Northern 168 

Virginia; and (iii) use of these moneys to improve air quality in such counties and cities and in 169 

the Washington Metropolitan Area.  170 

Drafting note: Section 58.1-604.5, enacted by Chapter 853 of the Acts of Assembly 171 

of 2002 and referenced in this section, was deleted at the direction of the Virginia Code 172 

Commission because the referenda held pursuant to Chapter 853 of the Acts of Assembly 173 

of 2002 failed to pass. References to § 58.1-604.5 in this section are deleted. Technical 174 

changes are also made.  175 

§ 15.2-4838.01 33.2-XXX. Northern Virginia Transportation Authority Fund 176 

established.  177 

There is hereby created in the state treasury a special nonreverting fund for Planning 178 

District 8 to be known as the Northern Virginia Transportation Authority Fund, hereafter 179 

referred to as "the Fund." The Fund shall be established on the books of the Comptroller. All 180 

revenues dedicated to the Fund pursuant to §§ 58.1-638, 58.1-802.2, and 58.1-1742, any other 181 

funds that may be appropriated by the General Assembly, and any funds that may be received 182 

for the credit of the Fund from any other source shall be paid into the state treasury and credited 183 

to the Fund. Interest earned on moneys in the Fund shall remain in the Fund and be credited to 184 
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it. Any moneys remaining in the Fund, including interest thereon, at the end of each fiscal year 185 

shall not revert to the general fund but shall remain in the Fund.  186 

The amounts dedicated to the Fund pursuant to §§ 58.1-638, 58.1-802.2, and 58.1-1742 187 

shall be deposited monthly by the Comptroller into the Fund and thereafter distributed to the 188 

Northern Virginia Transportation Authority as soon as practicable for use in accordance with § 189 

15.2-4838.1 33.2-XXX. If the Authority determines that such moneys distributed to it exceed 190 

the amount required to meet the current needs and demands to fund transportation projects 191 

pursuant to § 15.2-4838.1 33.2-XXX, the Authority may invest such excess moneys to the same 192 

extent as provided in § 33.1-23.03:5 33.2-XXX for excess funds in the Transportation Trust 193 

Fund.  194 

The amounts deposited into the Fund and the distribution and expenditure of such 195 

amounts shall not be used to calculate or reduce the share of local, federal, or state, or local 196 

revenues otherwise available to participating jurisdictions. Further, such revenues and moneys 197 

shall not be included in any computation of, or formula for, a locality's ability to pay for public 198 

education, upon which appropriations of state revenues to local governments for public 199 

education are determined.  200 

Drafting note: Existing § 15.2-4838.01 was added by Chapter 766 of the Acts of 201 

Assembly of 2013 and is retained and relocated here with the Northern Virginia 202 

Transportation Authority chapter. Only technical changes are made. 203 

§ 15.2-4838.1 33.2-XXX. Use of certain revenues by the Authority.  204 

A. All moneys received by the Authority and the proceeds of bonds issued pursuant to § 205 

15.2-4839 33.2-XXX shall be used by the Authority solely for transportation purposes 206 

benefiting those counties and cities that are embraced by the Authority.  207 

B. 1. Except as provided in subdivision 2, 30 percent of the revenues received by the 208 

Authority under subsection A shall be distributed on a pro rata basis, with each locality's 209 

county's or city's share being the total of such fee and taxes received by the Authority that are 210 

generated or attributable to the locality county or city divided by the total of such fee and taxes 211 
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received by the Authority. Of the revenues distributed pursuant to this subsection, as determined 212 

solely by the applicable locality county or city, such revenues shall be used for additional urban 213 

or secondary road highway construction; for other capital improvements that reduce congestion; 214 

for other transportation capital improvements which that have been approved by the most recent 215 

long range long-range transportation plan adopted by the Authority; or for public transportation 216 

purposes. None of the revenue distributed by this subsection may be used to repay debt issued 217 

before July 1, 2013. Each locality county or city shall create a separate, special fund in which all 218 

revenues received pursuant to this subsection and from the tax imposed pursuant to § 58.1-219 

3221.3 shall be deposited. Each locality county or city shall provide annually to the Northern 220 

Virginia Transportation Authority sufficient documentation as required by the Authority 221 

showing that the funds distributed under this subsection were used as required by this 222 

subsection.  223 

2. If a locality county or city has not deposited into its special fund (i) revenues from the 224 

tax collected under § 58.1-3221.3 pursuant to the maximum tax rate allowed under that section 225 

or (ii) an amount, from sources other than moneys received from the Authority, that is 226 

equivalent to the revenue that the locality county or city would receive if it was imposing the 227 

maximum tax authorized by § 58.1-3221.3, then the amount of revenue distributed to the 228 

locality county or city pursuant to subdivision 1 shall be reduced by the difference between the 229 

amount of revenue that the locality county or city would receive if it was imposing the 230 

maximum tax authorized by such section and the amount of revenue deposited into its special 231 

fund pursuant to clause (i) or (ii), as applicable. The amount of any such reduction in revenue 232 

shall be redistributed according to subsection C. The provisions of this subdivision shall be 233 

ongoing and apply over annual periods as determined by the Authority.  234 

C. 1. The remaining 70 percent of the revenues received by the Authority under 235 

subsection A, plus the amount of any revenue to be redistributed pursuant to subsection B, shall 236 

be used by the Authority solely to fund (i) transportation projects selected by the Authority that 237 

are contained in the regional transportation plan in accordance with § 15.2-4830 33.2-XXX and 238 
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that have been rated in accordance with § 33.1-13.03:1 33.2-XXX or (ii) mass transit capital 239 

projects that increase capacity. For only those regional funds received in fiscal year 2014, the 240 

requirement for rating in accordance with § 33.1-13.03:1 33.2-XXX shall not apply. The 241 

Authority shall give priority to selecting projects that are expected to provide the greatest 242 

congestion reduction relative to the cost of the project and shall document this information for 243 

each project selected. Such projects selected by the Authority for funding shall be located (a) 244 

only in localities embraced by the Authority or (b) in adjacent localities but only to the extent 245 

that such extension is an insubstantial part of the project and is essential to the viability of the 246 

project within the localities counties and cities embraced by the Authority.  247 

2. All transportation projects undertaken by the Northern Virginia Transportation 248 

Authority shall be completed by private contractors accompanied by performance measurement 249 

standards, and all contracts shall contain a provision granting the Authority the option to 250 

terminate the contract if contractors do not meet such standards. Notwithstanding the foregoing, 251 

any locality county or city may provide engineering services or right-of-way acquisition for any 252 

project with its own forces. The Authority shall avail itself of the strategies permitted under the 253 

Public-Private Transportation Act (§ 56-556 33.2-XXX et seq.) whenever feasible and 254 

advantageous. The Authority is independent of any state or local entity, including the Virginia 255 

Department of Transportation (VDOT) and the Commonwealth Transportation Board (CTB), 256 

but the Authority, VDOT the Department, and CTB the Commonwealth Transportation Board 257 

shall consult with one another to avoid duplication of efforts and, at the option of the Authority, 258 

may combine efforts to complete specific projects. Notwithstanding the foregoing, at the request 259 

of the Authority, VDOT the Department may provide the Authority with engineering services or 260 

right-of-way acquisition for the project with its own forces.  261 

3. With regard to the revenues distributed under subdivision 1, each locality's county's or 262 

city's total long-term benefit shall be approximately equal to the proportion of the total of the 263 

fees and taxes received by the Authority that are generated by or attributable to the locality 264 

county or city divided by the total of such fees and taxes received by the Authority.  265 
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D. For road construction and improvements pursuant to subsection B, the Department of 266 

Transportation may, on a reimbursement basis, provide the locality county or city with planning, 267 

engineering, right-of-way, and construction services for projects funded in whole by the 268 

revenues provided to the locality county or city by the Authority.  269 

Drafting note: Existing § 15.2-4838.1 was amended by Chapter 766 of the Acts of 270 

Assembly of 2013. Those changes are shown in the existing language here. Only technical 271 

changes are made. 272 

§ 15.2-4839 33.2-XXX. Authority to issue bonds.  273 

The Authority may issue bonds and other evidences of debt as may be authorized by this 274 

section or other law. The provisions of Article 5 (§ 15.2-4519 et seq.) of Chapter 45 of this title 275 

[new cite] shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to the issuance of such bonds or other debt. The 276 

Authority may issue bonds or other debt in such amounts as it deems appropriate. The bonds 277 

may be supported by any funds available except that funds from tolls collected pursuant to 278 

subdivision 7 of § 15.2-4840 33.2-XXX shall be used only as provided in that subdivision.  279 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 280 

§ 15.2-4840 33.2-XXX. Other duties and responsibilities of Authority.  281 

In addition to other powers herein granted in this chapter, the Authority shall have the 282 

following duties and responsibilities:  283 

1. General Providing general oversight of regional programs involving mass transit or 284 

congestion mitigation, including, but not necessarily limited to, carpooling, vanpooling, and 285 

ridesharing;  286 

2. Long-range Providing long-range regional planning, both financially constrained and 287 

unconstrained;  288 

3. Recommending to federal, state, and regional, and federal agencies regional 289 

transportation priorities, including public-private transportation projects, and funding 290 

allocations;  291 
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4. Developing, in coordination with affected counties and cities, regional priorities and 292 

policies to improve air quality;  293 

5. Allocating to priority regional transportation projects any funds made available to the 294 

Authority and, at the discretion of the Authority, directly overseeing such projects;  295 

6. Recommending to the Commonwealth Transportation Board priority regional 296 

transportation projects for receipt of federal and state funds;  297 

7. Imposing, collecting, and setting the amount of tolls for use of facilities in the area 298 

embraced by the Authority, when the facility is either newly constructed or reconstructed solely 299 

with revenues of the Authority or solely with revenues under the control of the Authority in 300 

such a way as to increase the facility's traffic capacity, with the amount of any tolls variable by 301 

time of day, day of the week, vehicle size or type, number of axles, or other factors as the 302 

Authority may deem proper, and with all such tolls to be used for programs and projects that are 303 

reasonably related to or benefit the users of the applicable facility, including, but not limited to, 304 

for the debt service and other costs of bonds whose proceeds are used for such construction or 305 

reconstruction;  306 

8. General Providing general oversight of regional transportation issues of a 307 

multijurisdictional nature, including but not limited to intelligent transportation systems, 308 

signalization, and preparation for and response to emergencies;  309 

9. Serving as an advocate for the transportation needs of Northern Virginia before the 310 

state and federal governments;  311 

10. Applying to and negotiating with the government of the United States, the 312 

Commonwealth of Virginia, or any agency, instrumentality, or political subdivision thereof, for 313 

grants and any other funds available to carry out the purposes of this chapter and receiving, 314 

holding, accepting, and administering from any source gifts, bequests, grants, aid, or 315 

contributions of money, property, labor, or other things of value to be held, used, and applied to 316 

carry out the purposes of this chapter subject, however, to any conditions condition upon which 317 

gifts, bequests, grants, aid, or contributions are made. Unless otherwise restricted by the terms 318 
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of the gift, bequest, or grant, the Authority may sell, exchange, or otherwise dispose of such 319 

money, securities, or other property given or bequeathed to it in furtherance of its purposes;  320 

11. Acting as a "responsible public entity" for the purpose of the acquisition, 321 

construction, improvement, maintenance and/or, operation, or any combination thereof of a 322 

"qualifying transportation facility" under the Public-Private Transportation Act of 1995 (§ 56-323 

556 33.2-XXX et seq.); and  324 

12. To decide Deciding on and vote voting to impose certain fees and taxes authorized 325 

under law for imposition or assessment by the Authority, provided that any such fee or tax 326 

assessed or imposed is assessed or imposed in all counties and cities embraced by the Authority. 327 

The revenues from such certain fees and taxes shall be kept in a separate account and shall be 328 

used only for the purposes provided in this chapter.  329 

Drafting note: Technical changes. 330 

# 331 
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